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In the theory of automorphic descents developed by Ginzburg, Rallis, and
Soudry in The descent map from automorphic representations of GL.n/ to
classical groups (World Scientific, 2011), the structure of Fourier coeffi-
cients of the residual representations of certain special Eisenstein series
plays an essential role. In a series of papers starting with Pacific J. Math.
264:1 (2013), 83–123, we have looked for more general residual representa-
tions, which may yield a more general theory of automorphic descents. We
continue this program here, investigating the structure of Fourier coeffi-
cients of certain residual representations of symplectic groups, associated
with certain interesting families of global Arthur parameters. The results
partially confirm a conjecture proposed by Jiang in Contemp. Math. 614
(2014), 179–242 on relations between the global Arthur parameters and
the structure of Fourier coefficients of the automorphic representations in
the associated global Arthur packets. The results of this paper can also be
regarded as a first step towards more general automorphic descents for
symplectic groups, which will be considered in our future work.

1. Introduction

Let Sp2n be the symplectic group with symplectic form�
0 vn
�vn 0

�
;

where vn is an n�n matrix with 1s on the second diagonal and 0s elsewhere. Fix a
Borel subgroup B D T U of Sp2n, where the maximal torus T consists of elements
of the form

diag.t1; : : : ; tnI t�1n ; : : : ; t�11 /
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and the unipotent radical U consists of all upper unipotent matrices in Sp2n. Let F
be a number field and A be the ring of adeles of F.

The structure of Fourier coefficients for the residual representations of Sp4n.A/,
with cuspidal support .GL2n; �/, played an indispensable role in the theory of
automorphic descent from GL2n to the metaplectic double cover of Sp2n by
Ginzburg, Rallis, and Soudry in [Ginzburg et al. 2011]. As tested in a special
case in our recent work joint with Xu and Zhang in [Jiang et al. 2015], we expected
the residual representations investigated in [Jiang et al. 2013] may play important
roles in extending the theory of automorphic descent in [Ginzburg et al. 2011]
to a more general setting. In this paper, we take certain interesting families of
residual representations of Sp2n.A/ obtained in [Jiang et al. 2013] and study the
structure of their Fourier coefficients associated to nilpotent orbits as described in
[Jiang 2014]. On one hand, the results of this paper partially confirm a conjecture
proposed by the first named author in [loc. cit.] on relations between the global
Arthur parameters and the structure of Fourier coefficients of the automorphic
representations in the corresponding global Arthur packets. On the other hand,
these results are preliminary steps towards the theory of more general automorphic
descents for symplectic groups, which will be considered in our future work.

We first recall the global Arthur parameters for Sp2n and the discrete spectrum,
and the conjecture made in [loc. cit.]. Then we recall what has been proved about
this conjecture before this current paper, in particular the results obtained in [Jiang
and Liu 2015a]. Finally we describe more explicitly the objective of this paper. The
main results will be precisely stated in Section 2.

1A. Arthur parameters and the discrete spectrum. Let F be a number field and A

be the ring of adeles of F. Recall that the dual group of Gn D Sp2n is SO2nC1.C/.
The set of global Arthur parameters for the discrete spectrum of the space of
all square-integrable automorphic functions on Sp2n.A/ is denoted by z‰2.Sp2n/,
following the notation in [Arthur 2013]. The elements of z‰2.Sp2n/ are of the form

(1-1)  WD  1� 2� � � �� r ;

where  i are pairwise distinct simple global Arthur parameters of orthogonal
type. A simple global Arthur parameter is formally given by .�; b/ with an integer
b � 1, and with � 2 Acusp.a/ being an irreducible unitary cuspidal automorphic
representation of GLa.A/.

In (1-1), one has that  i D .�i ; bi / with �i 2 Acusp.ai /, 2nC 1 D
Pr
iD1 aibi ,

and
Q
i !

bi
�i
D 1 (the condition on the central character of the parameter), following

[Arthur 2013, Section 1.4]. In order for all the  i to be of orthogonal type, the
simple parameters  i D .�i ; bi / for i D 1; 2; : : : ; r satisfy the following parity
condition: if �i is of symplectic type (i.e., L.s; �i ;

V2
/ has a pole at s D 1), then
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bi is even; and if �i is of orthogonal type (i.e., L.s; �i ;Sym2/ has a pole at s D 1),
then bi is odd. A global Arthur parameter  D �riD1.�i ; bi / is called generic if
bi D 1 for all 1� i � r .

Theorem 1.1 [Arthur 2013, Theorem 1.5.2]. For each global Arthur parameter
 2 z‰2.Sp2n/, there exists a global Arthur packet z… . The discrete spectrum of
Sp2n.A/ has the following decomposition

L2disc.Sp2n.F / nSp2n.A//Š
M

 2z‰2.Sp2n/
�2 z… .� /

�;

where z… .� / denotes the subset of z… consisting of members which occur in the
discrete spectrum of Sp2n.A/.

1B. A conjecture on the Fourier coefficients. We will use the notation in [Jiang
and Liu 2015c; 2015a] freely. Following [Jiang and Liu 2015c, Section 2], for
a symplectic partition p of 2n, or equivalently each F-stable unipotent orbit Op,
via the standard sl2.F /-triple, one may construct an F-unipotent subgroup Vp;2.
In this case, the F-rational unipotent orbits in the F-stable unipotent orbit Op are
parametrized by a datum a (see [loc. cit.] for details), which defines a character
 p;a of Vp;2.A/. This character  p;a is automorphic in the sense that it is trivial
on Vp;2.F /. The  p;a-Fourier coefficient of an automorphic form ' on Sp2n.A/ is
defined by

(1-2) ' p;a.g/ WD

Z
Vp;2.F /nVp;2.A/

'.vg/ p;a.v/
�1 dv:

We say that an irreducible automorphic representation � of Sp2n.A/ has a nonzero
 p;a-Fourier coefficient or a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to a (symplectic)
partition p if there exists an automorphic form ' in the space of � with a nonzero
 p;a-Fourier coefficient ' p;a.g/, for some choice of a. For any irreducible auto-
morphic representation � of Sp2n.A/, as in [Jiang 2014], we define pm.�/ (which
corresponds to nm.�/ in the notation of [loc. cit.]) to be the set of all symplectic
partitions p with the properties that � has a nonzero  p;a-Fourier coefficient for
some choice of a, but for any p0 > p (with the natural ordering of partitions), �
has no nonzero Fourier coefficients attached to p0. It is generally believed (and
may be called a conjecture) that the set pm.�/ contains only one partition for any
irreducible automorphic representation � (or locally for any irreducible admissible
representation �). We refer to [Jiang and Liu 2015b, Section 3], in particular
Conjecture 3.1, for more detailed discussions on this issue.

As in [Jiang 2014], z… .� / is called the automorphic L2-packet attached to
the global Arthur parameter  . For each  of the form in (1-1), let p. / D
Œ.b1/

.a1/ � � � .br/
.ar /� be a partition of 2nC1 attached to the global Arthur parameter
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 , following the discussion in [op. cit., Section 4]. For � 2 z… .� /, the structure
of the global Arthur parameter  deduces constraints on the structure of pm.�/,
which are given by the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1.2 [Jiang 2014, Conjecture 4.2]. For any  2 z‰2.Sp2n/, let z… .� /
be the automorphic L2-packet attached to  . Then the following hold.

(1) Any symplectic partition p of 2n satisfying p > �g_;g.p. // does not belong
to pm.�/ for any � 2 z… .� /.

(2) For every � 2 z… .� /, every partition p 2 pm.�/ has the property that
p � �g_;g.p. //.

(3) There exists at least one member � 2 z… .� / having the property that
�g_;g.p. // 2 p

m.�/.

Here �g_;g denotes the Barbasch–Vogan duality map (see Definition 2.2) from the
partitions for so2nC1.C/ to the partitions for sp2n.C/.

We remark that part (2) is stronger than part (1) in Conjecture 1.2. More related
discussions can be found in [Jiang and Liu 2015b].

There has been progress toward the proof of Conjecture 1.2. When the global
Arthur parameter  D �riD1.�i ; 1/ is generic, in Conjecture 1.2, part (1) is triv-
ial, part (2) is automatic, and part (3) of Conjecture 1.2 can be viewed as the
global version of the Shahidi conjecture, namely, any global tempered L-packet
has a generic member. This can be proved following the theory of automorphic
descent developed by Ginzburg, Rallis, and Soudry [Ginzburg et al. 2011] and
the endoscopy classification of Arthur [2013]. We refer to [Jiang and Liu 2015b,
Section 3.1], in particular Theorem 3.3, for more precise discussion on this issue.
Hence Conjecture 1.2 holds for all generic global Arthur parameters, and those �
satisfying part (3) are generic cuspidal representations.

For Arthur parameters of form D .�; b/�.1GL1.A/; 1/, where � is an irreducible
cuspidal representation of GL2k.A/ and is of symplectic type, and b is even, one
has that p. /D Œb.2k/1�. In this case, part (3) of Conjecture 1.2 has been proved
by Liu in [2013a], where it is also shown that pm.�/ contains only one partition in
this particular case.

For a general global Arthur parameter  , part (1) of Conjecture 1.2 is completely
proved in [Jiang and Liu 2015a]. We remark that if we assume that pm.�/ contains
only one partition, then part (2) of Conjecture 1.2 essentially follows from parts (1)
and (3) of Conjecture 1.2 plus certain local constraints at unramified local places
as discussed in [loc. cit.]. We omit the details here. However, without knowing
that the set pm.�/ contains only one partition, part (2) of Conjecture 1.2 is also
settled in [loc. cit.] partially; namely, any symplectic partition p of 2n, for which
p > �g_;g.p. // under the lexicographical ordering, does not belong to pm.�/
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for any � 2 z… .� /. We refer to [Jiang 2014, Section 4] and also [Jiang and Liu
2015b] for more discussion on this conjecture and related topics.

1C. The objective of this paper. In this section, we begin to investigate part (3)
of Conjecture 1.2. This means that we have to construct or determine a particular
member in a given automorphic L2-packet z… .� / attached to a general global
Arthur parameter  , whose Fourier coefficients achieve the partition �g_;g.p. //.
Such members should be the distinguished members in z… .� /, following the
Whittaker normalization in the sense of Arthur [2013] for global generic Arthur
parameters. For general nongeneric global Arthur parameters, the distinguished
members in z… .� / can be certain residual representations determined by  as
conjectured by Mœglin [2008; 2011], or certain cuspidal automorphic representa-
tions, which may be explicitly constructed through the framework of endoscopy
correspondences as outlined in [Jiang 2014]. Due to the different nature of the
two construction methods, we are going to treat them separately, in order to prove
part (3) of Conjecture 1.2.

As explained in [Jiang and Liu 2015b], when the distinguished members � in a
given z… .� / are residual representations, they can be constructed explicitly from
the given cuspidal data. In this case, our method is to establish the nonvanishing
of the Fourier coefficients of those � associated to the partition �g_;g.p. //, in
terms of the nonvanishing condition (Fourier coefficients or periods) on the con-
struction data that is also defined by the given nongeneric global Arthur parameter
 . Hence, such a method can be regarded as a natural extension of the well-
known Langlands–Shahidi method from generic Eisenstein series [Shahidi 2010] to
nongeneric Eisenstein series, and in particular to the singularity of Eisenstein series,
i.e., the residues of Eisenstein series. On the other hand, this method can also be
regarded as an extension of the automorphic descent method of Ginzburg–Rallis–
Soudry for particular residual representations [Ginzburg et al. 2011] to general
residual representations.

In this paper, we are going to test our method for these nongeneric global
Arthur parameters  , whose automorphic L2-packets z… .� / contain the residual
representations that are completely determined in our previous work joint with
Zhang [Jiang et al. 2013]. Those nongeneric global Arthur parameters of Sp2n.A/
are of the following form

 D .�1; b1/�
r

�
iD2

.�i ; 1/; with b1 > 1;

which has three cases, depending on the symmetry of �1 and the relationship
between �1 and �i for i D 2; 3; : : : ; r . In each case, b � 1.

Case I:  D .�; 2bC 1/��r
iD2.�i ; 1/, where � © �i for any 2� i � r .
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Case II:  D .�; 2bC1/�.�; 1/��r
iD3.�i ; 1/, where � © �i for any 3� i � r .

Case III:  D .�; 2b/��r
iD2.�i ; 1/.

For  2 z‰2.Sp2n/, � 2Acusp.GLa/ is of orthogonal type in Case I and Case II,
and of symplectic type in Case III. Of course, the remaining �i are of orthogonal
type in all three cases.

When � is of orthogonal type, i.e., in both Case I and Case II, the corresponding
residual representations given in [Jiang et al. 2013] must be nonzero. In this paper,
we prove part (3) of Conjecture 1.2 in those two cases, and refer to Section 2 for
more details.

When � is of symplectic type and r � 2, the relation between � and �i , for
i D 2; 3; : : : ; r , is governed by the corresponding Gan–Gross–Prasad conjecture
[Gan et al. 2012], which controls the structure of the automorphic L2-packet
z… .� /. We prove part (3) of Conjecture 1.2 for Case III when z… .� / contains
residual representations. While the automorphic L2-packet z… .� / does not
contain any residual representation, the situation is more involved, and will be
left for a separate treatment in our future work. We discuss with more details in
Section 2.

We will state the main results more explicitly in Section 2. After recalling a
technical lemma from [Jiang and Liu 2015b] in Section 3, we are ready to treat
Case I in both Sections 4 and 5. Case II is treated in Section 6. The final section is
devoted to Case III. One may find more detailed description of the arguments and
methods used in the proof of those cases in each relevant section.

2. The main results

After introducing more notation and basic facts about the discrete spectrum and
Fourier coefficients attached to partitions, we will state the main results explicitly
for each case.

Throughout the paper, we let P 2nr DM
2n
r N 2n

r (with 1� r � n) be the standard
parabolic subgroup of Sp2n with Levi part M 2n

r isomorphic to GLr �Sp2n�2r and
unipotent radical N 2n

r . Also let QP 2nr .A/ D zM 2n
r .A/N 2n

r .A/ be the preimage of
P 2nr .A/ in eSp2n.A/ (the superscript 2nmay be dropped when there is no confusion).
The description of the three cases was briefly given in [Jiang and Liu 2015b]. Here
are the details.

2A. Case I.  2 z‰2.Sp2n/ is written as

(2-1)  D .�; 2bC 1/�
r

�
iD2

.�i ; 1/;

where b � 1 and � © �i for any 2 � i � r . Assume � 2 Acusp.GLa/ has central
character!� , and �i 2Acusp.GLai / has central character!�i for 2� i�r . Following
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the definition of z‰2.Sp2n/, one must have that 2nC1D a.2bC1/C
Pr
iD2 ai , and

!2bC1� �
Qr
iD2 !�i D 1. Consider the isobaric representation � D � � �2� � � �� �r

of GL2mC1.A/, where 2mC 1D aC
Pr
iD2 ai D 2nC 1� 2ab. It follows that �

has central character !� D !� �
Qr
iD2 !�i D 1 and a � 2mC 1D 2nC 1� 2ab.

By [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Theorem 3.1], � descends to an irreducible generic
cuspidal representation � of Sp2n�2ab.A/, which has the functorial transfer back
to � . As remarked before, this is part (3) of Conjecture 1.2 for the generic global
Arthur parameter

 � D .�; 1/� .�2; 1/� � � �� .�r ; 1/:

Hence L.s; � � �/ has a (simple) pole at s D 1.
Let �.�; b/ be the Speh residual representation in the discrete spectrum of

GLab.A/; see [Mœglin and Waldspurger 1989], or [Jiang et al. 2013, Section 1.2].
For any automorphic form

� 2A
�
Nab.A/Mab.F / nSp2abC2m.A/

�
�.�;b/˝�

;

following [Langlands 1976; Mœglin and Waldspurger 1995], one has a residual
Eisenstein series

E.�; s/.g/DE.g; ��.�;b/˝� ; s/:

We refer to [Jiang et al. 2013] for particular details about this family of Eisenstein
series. In particular, it is proved in [Jiang et al. 2013] that E.�; s/.g/ has a simple
pole at .bC 1/=2, which is the right-most one. We denote by E.g; �/ the residue,
which is square-integrable. They generate the residual representation E�.�;b/˝� of
Sp2n.A/. Following [Jiang et al. 2013, Section 6.2], the global Arthur parameter
of this nonzero square-integrable automorphic representation E�.�;b/˝� is exactly
 D .�; 2bC 1/��r

iD2.�i ; 1/ as in (2-1). We prove part (3) of Conjecture 1.2
for Case I.

Theorem 2.1. For any global Arthur parameter of the form

 D .�; 2bC 1/�
r

�
iD2

.�i ; 1/

with b � 1 and � © �i for any 2� i � r , the residual representation E�.�;b/˝� has
a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the Barbasch–Vogan duality

�so2nC1;sp2n.p. //

of the partition p. / associated to . ;SO2nC1.C//.

In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we have to precisely figure out the partition
�so2nC1;sp2n.p. //. We recall
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Definition 2.2. Given any partition pq D Œq1q2 � � � qr � for so2nC1.C/ satisfying
q1 � q2 � � � � � qr > 0, whose even parts occur with even multiplicity, let q� D
Œq1q2 � � � qr�1.qr � 1/�. Then the Barbasch–Vogan duality �so2nC1;sp2n , following
[Barbasch and Vogan 1985, Definition A1; Achar 2003, Section 3.5], is defined by

�so2nC1;sp2n.q/ WD ..q
�/Sp2n/

t;

where .q�/Sp2n is the Sp2n-collapse of q�, which is the biggest special symplectic
partition which is smaller than q�.

Following [Jiang 2014, Section 4], p. /D Œ.2bC1/a.1/2mC1�a�. As calculated
in [Jiang and Liu 2015b], when aD 2mC 1, by Definition 2.2,

�so2nC1;sp2n.p. //D Œ.a/
2b.2m/�I

when a � 2m and a is even,

�so2nC1;sp2n.p. //D Œ.2m/.a/
2b�I

and finally, when a � 2m and a is odd,

�so2nC1;sp2n.p. //D Œ.2m/.aC 1/.a/
2b�2.a� 1/�:

The proof of Theorem 2.1 goes as follows. Given a symplectic partition p
of 2n (that is, where odd parts occur with even multiplicities), denote by pSp2n

the Sp2n-expansion of p, which is the smallest special symplectic partition that is
bigger than p. In [Jiang and Liu 2015c], we proved the following theorem which
provides a crucial reduction in the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.3 [Jiang and Liu 2015c, Theorem 4.1]. Let � be an irreducible auto-
morphic representation of Sp2n.A/. If � has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached
to a nonspecial symplectic partition p of 2n, then � must have a nonzero Fourier
coefficient attached to pSp2n, the Sp2n-expansion of the partition p.

If a � 2m and a is odd, by [Collingwood and McGovern 1993, Lemma 6.3.9],

Œ.2m/.aC 1/.a/2b�2.a� 1/�D Œ.2m/.a/2b�Sp2n:

Hence it suffices to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4. With notation above, the following hold.

(1) If a D 2mC 1, then E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to
Œ.a/2b.2m/�.

(2) If a � 2m, then E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to
Œ.2m/.a/2b�.

Parts (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.4 will be proved in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
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2B. Case II.  2 z‰2.Sp2n/ is written as

(2-2)  D .�; 2bC 1/� .�; 1/�
r

�
iD3

.�i ; 1/;

where b � 1 and � © �i for any 3� i � r . Assume that � 2Acusp.GLa/ has central
character !� , and �i 2Acusp.GLai / has central character !�i for 3� i � r . Then
2nC 1 D a.2b C 1/C aC

Pr
iD3 ai and !2bC1� � !� �

Qr
iD3 !�i D 1. Consider

the isobaric representation � D �3 � � � �� �r of GL2mC1.A/, where 2mC 1 DPr
iD3 ai D 2nC1�a.2bC2/. Then � has central character !� D

Qr
iD3 !�i D 1.

By [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Theorem 3.1], there is a generic � 2Acusp.Sp2m/ such
that � has the functorial transfer � and hence L.s; � � �/ is holomorphic at s D 1
in this case. For any automorphic form

� 2A
�
Na.bC1/.A/Ma.bC1/.F / nSp2a.bC1/C2m.A/

�
�.�;bC1/˝�

;

one defines a residual Eisenstein series as in Case I

E.�; s/.g/DE.g; ��.�;bC1/˝� ; s/:

By [Jiang et al. 2013], this Eisenstein series has a simple pole at b=2, which is the
right-most one. Denote the representation generated by these residues at s D b=2
by E�.�;bC1/˝� , which is square-integrable. Following [Jiang et al. 2013] and
[Shahidi 2010, Theorem 7.1.2], this residual representation E�.�;bC1/˝� is nonzero.
In particular, by Section 6.2 of [Jiang et al. 2013], the global Arthur parameter of
E�.�;bC1/˝� is exactly  D .�; 2bC 1/� .�; 1/��r

iD3.�i ; 1/ as in Case II. In
this case, we prove

Theorem 2.5. For any global Arthur parameter of the form

 D .�; 2bC 1/� .�; 1/�
r

�
iD3

.�i ; 1/

with b � 1 and � © �i for any 3� i � r , the residual representation E�.�;bC1/˝�
has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the Barbasch–Vogan duality

�so2nC1;sp2n.p. //

of the partition p. / associated to . ;SO2nC1.C//.

Following [Jiang 2014, Section 4], p. /D Œ.2bC 1/a.1/a.1/2mC1�. Now by
Definition 2.2, we may calculate the partition �so2nC1;sp2n.p. // explicitly as
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follows. When a is even,

�so2nC1;sp2n.p. //D �so2nC1;sp2n.Œ.2bC 1/
a.1/2mC1Ca�/

D Œ.2bC 1/a.1/2mCa�t

D Œ.a/2bC1�C Œ.2mC a/�

D Œ.2mC 2a/.a/2b�:

When a is odd,

�so2nC1;sp2n.p. //D �so2nC1;sp2n.Œ.2bC 1/
a.1/2mC1Ca�/

D .Œ.2bC 1/a.1/2mCa�Sp2n/
t

D Œ.2bC 1/a�1.2b/.2/.1/2mCa�1�t

D Œ.a� 1/2bC1�C Œ.1/2b�C Œ.1/2�C Œ.2mC a� 1/�

D Œ.2mC 2a/.aC 1/.a/2b�2.a� 1/�:

As before, if a is odd, then, by the recipe for obtaining the Sp2n-expansion of a
symplectic partition p given in [Collingwood and McGovern 1993, Lemma 6.3.9],

Œ.2mC 2a/.aC 1/.a/2b�2.a� 1/�D Œ.2mC 2a/.a/2b�Sp2n:

Hence it suffices to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.6. The residual representation E�.�;bC1/˝� has a nonzero Fourier
coefficient attached to Œ.2mC 2a/.a/2b�.

The proof of Theorem 2.6 is given in Section 6, using induction on the integer b.
We note that when b D 0, the Arthur parameter is

 D 2.�; 1/�
r

�
iD3

.�i ; 1/;

which does not parametrize automorphic representations in the discrete spectrum.
Indeed, in this case, the corresponding automorphic representation constructed from
the Eisenstein series is the value at sD0, which we still denote by E�.�;1/˝� DE�˝� .
It is clear that in this case, the partition p. / is the trivial partition. On the other
hand, following [Shahidi 2010, Theorem 7.1.3], the representation E�.�;1/˝� has a
nonzero Whittaker–Fourier coefficient. In other words, Theorem 2.6 still holds for
b D 0. As we proceed in Section 6, the case of b D 0 will serve as the base of the
induction argument.

2C. Case III.  2 z‰2.Sp2n/ is written as

(2-3)  D .�; 2b/�
r

�
iD2

.�i ; 1/;
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where b � 1. In this case, � is of symplectic type (and hence a D 2k is even),
while �i for all 2� i � r are of orthogonal type. Assume that � 2Acusp.GLa/ has
central character !� , and �i 2Acusp.GLai / has central character !�i for 2� i � r .
By the definition of Arthur parameters, one has that 2nC 1 D 2ab C

Pr
iD2 ai ,

and
Qr
iD2 !�i D 1. Consider the isobaric representation � D �2 � � � �� �r of

GL2mC1.A/, where 2mC 1 D
Pr
iD2 ai D 2nC 1� 2ab. Hence � has central

character !� D
Qr
iD2 !�i D 1.

By [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Theorem 3.1], there is a generic � 2Acusp.Sp2m/ that
has the functorial transfer � . Then we define a residual Eisenstein series

E.�; s/.g/DE.g; ��.�;b/˝� ; s/

associated to any automorphic form

� 2A
�
Nab.A/Mab.F / nSp2abC2m.A/

�
�.�;b/˝�

:

By [Jiang et al. 2013], this Eisenstein series may have a simple pole at b=2, which is
the right-most one. Denote the representation generated by these residues at sD b=2
by E�.�;b/˝� . This residual representation is square-integrable. If L

�
1
2
; � ��

�
¤ 0,

the residual representation E�˝� is nonzero, and hence by the induction argument
in [Jiang et al. 2013], the residual representation E�.�;b/˝� is also nonzero. Finally,
following [op. cit., Section 6.2], we see that the global Arthur parameter of E�.�;b/˝�
is exactly  D .�; 2b/��r

iD2.�i ; 1/ as in (2-3).

Theorem 2.7. Assume that aD 2k and L
�
1
2
; � � �

�
¤ 0. If the residual represen-

tation E�˝� of Sp4kC2m.A/, with � © 1Sp0.A/, has a nonzero Fourier coefficient
attached to the partition Œ.2k C 2m/.2k/�, then, for any b � 1, the residual rep-
resentation E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition
Œ.2kC 2m/.2k/2b�1�.

We remark that if � Š 1Sp0.A/,
�
1
2
;
�
DL

�
1
2
; � ��

�
¤ 0. In this case, [Liu 2013a,

Theorem 4.2.2] shows that pm.E�.�;b/˝� /D fŒ.2k/2b�g.
In fact, the assumption that the residual representation E�˝� of Sp4kC2m.A/,

with � © 1Sp0.A/, has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition
Œ.2k C 2m/.2k/� is exactly [Ginzburg et al. 2004, Conjecture 6.1], and hence
Theorem 2.7 has a close connection to the Gan–Gross–Prasad conjecture [Gan et al.
2012]. We will come back to this issue in our future work.

In this case, p. / D Œ.2b/a.1/2mC1�, and following the calculation in [Jiang
and Liu 2015b],

�so2nC1;sp2n.p. //D Œ.aC 2m/.a/
2b�1�;

where aD 2k is even. The proof of Theorem 2.7 is given in Section 7.
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When L
�
1
2
; � � �

�
is zero for the Arthur parameter in (2-3), the corresponding

automorphic L2-packet z… .� / are expected to contain all cuspidal automorphic
representations if it is not empty. We are going to apply the construction of endo-
scopy correspondences outlined in [Jiang 2014] to construct the distinguished
cuspidal members in z… .� /. The details for this case will be considered in our
future work. See [Jiang and Liu 2015b] for a brief discussion in this aspect.

3. A basic lemma

We recall a basic lemma from [Jiang and Liu 2015b], which will be a technical key
step in the proofs of this paper. Let H be a reductive group defined over F. We
first recall [Jiang and Liu 2013, Lemma 5.2], which is also formulated in a slightly
different version in [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Corollary 7.1]. Note that the proof of
[Jiang and Liu 2013, Lemma 5.2] is valid for H.A/.

Let C be an F-subgroup of a maximal unipotent subgroup of H, and let  C be
a nontrivial character of ŒC �D C.F / nC.A/. Suppose that zX; zY are two unipotent
F-subgroups, satisfying the following conditions:

(1) zX and zY normalize C ;

(2) zX \ C and zY \ C are normal in zX and zY , respectively, . zX \ C/ n zX and
. zY \C/ n zY are abelian;

(3) zX.A/ and zY .A/ preserve  C ;

(4)  C is trivial on . zX \C/.A/ and . zY \C/.A/;

(5) Œ zX; zY �� C ;

(6) there is a nondegenerate pairing . zX \C/.A/� . zY \C/.A/! C�, given by
.x; y/ 7!  C .Œx; y�/, which is multiplicative in each coordinate, and identifies
. zY \C/.F / n zY .F / and . zX \C/.F / n zX.F / with the duals of the subgroups
zX.F /. zX \C/.A/ n zX.A/ and zY .F /. zY \C/.A/ n zY .A/, respectively.

Let B D C zY and D D C zX , and extend  C trivially to characters of ŒB� D
B.F / n B.A/ and ŒD� D D.F / nD.A/, which will be denoted by  B and  D ,
respectively.

Lemma 3.1 [Jiang and Liu 2013, Lemma 5.2]. Assume that .C;  C ; zX; zY / satisfies
all the above conditions. Let f be an automorphic form on H.A/. ThenZ

ŒC �

f .cg/ �1C .c/ dc � 0; for all g 2H.A/;

if and only if Z
ŒD�

f .ug/ �1D .u/ du� 0; for all g 2H.A/;
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if and only if Z
ŒB�

f .vg/ �1B .v/ dv � 0; for all g 2H.A/:

For simplicity, we always use  C to denote its extensions  B and  D when we
apply Lemma 3.1 to various circumstances. Lemma 3.1 can be extended as follows
and will be a technical key in this paper.

Lemma 3.2 [Jiang and Liu 2015b, Lemma 6.2]. Assume that .C;  C ; zX; zY / satis-
fies the following conditions: zX D f zXigriD1, zY D fzY igriD1, and for 1� i � r , each
quadruple

. zXi�1 � � � zX1C zYr � � � zY iC1;  C ; zXi ; zY i /

satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Let f be an automorphic form on H.A/.
Then Z

Œ zXr ��� zX1C�

f .xcg/ �1C .c/ dc dx � 0; for all g 2H.A/;

if and only ifZ
ŒC zYr ��� zY1�

f .cyg/ �1C .c/ dy dc � 0; for all g 2H.A/:

The proof of this lemma is carried out by using Lemma 3.1 inductively, and was
given with full details in [loc. cit.].

4. Proof of part (1) of Theorem 2.4

In this section, we assume that aD 2mC 1 and show that E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero
Fourier coefficient attached to p WD Œ.2mC 1/2b.2m/�.

Proof of part (1) of Theorem 2.4. We will prove the theorem by induction on b.
Note that when b D 0, E�.�;b/˝� Š � which has a nonzero Fourier coefficient
attached to Œ.2m/� since � is generic. Now assume that E�.�;b�1/˝� has a nonzero
 Œ.2mC1/2b�2.2m/�;˛-Fourier coefficient attached to Œ.2mC1/2b�2.2m/�, for some
˛ 2F �=.F �/2.

Take any ' 2 E�.�;b/˝� and consider its  p;˛-Fourier coefficients attached to p:

(4-1) ' p;˛ .g/D

Z
ŒVp;2�

'.vg/ �1p;˛.v/ dv:

For definitions of the unipotent group Vp;2 and its character  p;˛ , see [Jiang and Liu
2015c, Section 2]. By [op. cit., Corollary 2.4], the integral in (4-1) is nonvanishing
if and only if the following integral is nonvanishing:

(4-2)
Z
ŒY1Vp;2�

'.vg/ �1p;˛.v/ dv;
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where Y1 is defined in [Jiang and Liu 2015c, (2.5)] corresponding to the partition
Œ.2mC 1/2b.2m/� and the character  p;˛ extends to Y1Vp;2 trivially.

Assume that T is the maximal split torus in Sp2b.2mC1/C2m, consisting of
elements

diag.t1; t2; : : : ; tb.2mC1/Cm; t
�1
b.2mC1/Cm; : : : ; t

�1
2 ; t

�1
1 /:

Let !1 be the Weyl element of Sp2b.2mC1/C2m, sending elements t 2 T to the
torus elements

(4-3) t 0 D diag.t .0/; t .1/; t .2/; : : : ; t .m/; t .mC1/; t .m/;�; : : : ; t .2/;�; t .1/;�; t .0/;�/;

where t .0/ D diag.t1; t2; : : : ; t2mC1/, and with e D 2mC 1,

t .mC1/ D diag.teCmC1; : : : ; t.b�1/eCmC1; t
�1
be�m; : : : ; t

�1
2e�m/

and

t .j / D diag.teCj ; : : : ; t.b�1/eCj ; t
�1
be�jC1; : : : ; t

�1
2e�jC1; tbeCj /;

for 1� j �m.
Now identify Sp.2b�1/.2mC1/C2m with its image in Sp2b.2mC1/C2m under

the embedding g 7! diag.I2mC1; g; I2mC1/, and denote the restriction of !1 to
Sp.2b�1/.2mC1/C2m by !01. We conjugate cross the integration variables by !1
from the left; then the integral in (4-2) becomes

(4-4)
Z
ŒUp;2�

'.u!1g/ 
!1
p;˛.u/

�1 du;

where Up;2 D !1Y1Vp;2!�11 , and  !1p;˛.u/D  p;˛.!�11 u!1/.
Now, we describe the structure of elements in Up;2, each of which has the form

(4-5) uD

0@z2mC1 q1 q2
0 u0 q�1
0 0 z�2mC1

1A0@I2mC1 0 0

p1 I.2b�2/.2mC1/C2m 0

p2 p�1 I2mC1

1A;
where z2mC1 2 V2mC1, the standard maximal unipotent subgroup of GL2mC1;
u0 2 UŒ.2mC1/2b�2.2m/�;2 WD !01Y2VŒ.2mC1/2b�2.2m/�;2!

0�1
1 with Y2 as in [Jiang

and Liu 2015c, (2.5)] corresponding to the partition Œ.2mC 1/2b�2.2m/�; and
pi ; qi , 1� i � 2, are described as follows:

� q1 2M.2mC1/�..2b�2/.2mC1/C2m/, such that q1.i; j /D 0 for 1� i � 2mC 1
and 1� j � .2b� 2/C .2b� 1/.i � 1/.

� p1 2M..2b�2/.2mC1/C2m/�.2mC1/, such that p1.i; j /D 0 for 1� j � 2mC1
and .2b� 2/C .2b� 1/.i � 1/C 1� i � .2b� 2/.2mC 1/C 2m.

� q2 2M.2mC1/�.2mC1/, symmetric with respect to the secondary diagonal, such
that q2.i; j /D 0 for 1� i � 2mC 1 and 1� j � i .
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� p2 2M.2mC1/�.2mC1/, symmetric with respect to the secondary diagonal, such
that p2.i; j /D 0 for 1� i � 2mC 1 and 1� j � i .

Note that

 !1p;˛

0@z2mC1 q1 q2
0 I.2b�2/.2mC1/C2m q�1
0 0 z�2mC1

1AD  � 2mX
iD1

z2mC1.i; i C 1/

�
:

Next, we apply Lemma 3.2 to fill the zero entries in q1; q2 using the nonzero
entries in p1; p2. To proceed, we need to define a sequence of one-dimensional
root subgroups and put them in a correct order.

Let Xj , with 1 � j � .2b � 2/C 1, be the one-dimensional subgroups corre-
sponding to the roots such that the corresponding entries are in the first row of q1
or q2 and are identically zero, from right to left. For 1 < i �m, let Xj , with� i�1X
kD1

Œ.2b�2/C.2b�1/.k�1/Ck�

�
C1� j �

iX
kD1

Œ.2b�2/C.2b�1/.k�1/Ck�;

be the one-dimensional subgroups corresponding to the roots such that the corre-
sponding entries are in the i -th row of q1 or q2 and are identically zero, from right
to left.

Let Yj , with 1�j �.2b�2/C1, be the one-dimensional subgroups corresponding
to the roots such that the corresponding entries are in the second column of p1 or
p2 and are not identically zero, from bottom to top. For 1 < i �m, let Yj , with

1C

i�1X
kD1

Œ.2b�2/C.2b�1/.k�1/Ck�� j �

iX
kD1

Œ.2b�2/C.2b�1/.k�1/Ck�;

be the one-dimensional subgroups corresponding to the roots such that the corre-
sponding entries are in the .i C 1/-th column of p1 or p2 and are not identically
zero, from bottom to top.

Let W1 be the subgroup of Up;2 such that the entries corresponding to the
one-dimensional subgroups Yj above, with

1� j � ` WD

mX
kD1

Œ.2b� 2/C .2b� 1/.k� 1/C k�;

are all identically zero. And let  W1 D  
!1
p;˛jW1 . Then .W1;  W1 ; fXj g

`
j ; fYj g

`
j /

satisfies all the conditions for Lemma 3.2. Hence, by that lemma, the integral in
(4-4) is nonvanishing if and only if the following integral is nonvanishing:

(4-6)
Z
ŒW2�

'.w!1g/ W2.w/
�1 dw;
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where W2 WD
Q`
jD1XjW1 and  W2 is the character on W2 extended trivially

from  W1 .
Now we consider the i-th row of q1 and q2, with mC 1 � i � 2m. We will

continue to apply Lemma 3.2 to fill the zero entries in q1 and q2, row by row,
from the .mC 1/-th row to 2m-th row. But for each mC 1 � i � 2m, before
we apply Lemma 3.2 as above, we need to take the Fourier expansion along the
one-dimensional root subgroup X2ei . For example, for i DmC 1, we first take the
Fourier expansion of the integral in (4-6) along the one-dimensional root subgroup
X2emC1 . We will get two kinds of Fourier coefficients corresponding to the orbits
of the dual of ŒX2emC1 � WD X2emC1.F / n X2emC1.A/: the trivial orbit and the
nontrivial one. For the Fourier coefficients attached to the nontrivial orbit, we can
see that there is an inner integral

'
 
Œ.2mC2/12b.2mC1/�2�;ˇ; ˇ 2 F �;

which is identically zero by [Jiang and Liu 2015a, Proposition 6.4]. Therefore only
the Fourier coefficient attached to the trivial orbit, which actually equals to the
integral in (4-6), survives. Then, we can apply the Lemma 3.2 to the .mC 1/-th
row of q1 and q2 similarly as above.

After considering all the i-th row of q1 and q2, mC 1 � i � 2m as above, we
get that the integral in (4-6) is nonvanishing if and only if the following integral is
nonvanishing:

(4-7)
Z
ŒW3�

'.w!1g/ W3.w/
�1 dw;

where W3 has elements of the following form:

(4-8) w D

0@z2mC1 q1 q2
0 u0 q�1
0 0 z�2mC1

1A;
where z2mC1 2 V2mC1, the standard maximal unipotent subgroup of GL2mC1;

u0 2 UŒ.2mC1/2b�2.2m/�;2 WD !
0
1Y2VŒ.2mC1/2b�2.2m/�;2!

0�1
1

with Y2 as in [op. cit., (2.5)] corresponding to the partition Œ.2mC 1/2b�2.2m/�;

q1 2M.2mC1/�..2b�2/.2mC1/C2m/;

such that q1.2mC 1; j /D 0 for 1� j � .2b� 2/.2mC 1/C 2m;

q2 2M.2mC1/�.2mC1/;
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symmetric with respect to the secondary diagonal, such that q2.2mC 1; 1/ D 0.
Also,

 W3

0@z2mC1 q1 q2
0 I.2b�2/.2mC1/C2m q�1
0 0 z�2mC1

1AD  � 2mX
iD1

z2mC1.i; i C 1/

�
:

Now consider the Fourier expansion of the integral in (4-7) along the one-
dimensional root subgroup X2e2mC1 . By the same reason as above, only the Fourier
coefficient corresponding to the trivial orbit of the dual of ŒX2e2mC1 � survives,
which is actually equal to the integral in (4-7):

(4-9)
Z
ŒW4�

'.w!1g/ W4.w/
�1 dw;

where elements in W4 have the same structure as in (4-8), except that q2.2mC1; 1/
is not identically zero.

It is easy to see that the integral in (4-9) has an inner integral which is exactly
' N12m , using notation in Lemma 4.2 below. On the other hand, we know that by
Lemma 4.2 below, ' N12m D '

Q N
12mC1 . Therefore, the integral in (4-9) becomes

(4-10)
Z
ŒW5�

'.w!1g/ W5.w/
�1 dw;

where elements in W5 are of the form:

w D w.z2mC1; u
0; q1; q2/D

0@z2mC1 q1 q2
0 u0 q�1
0 0 z�2mC1

1A;
where z2mC1 2 V2mC1, the standard maximal unipotent subgroup of GL2mC1;

u0 2 UŒ.2mC1/2b�2.2m/�;2 WD !
0
1Y2VŒ.2mC1/2b�2.2m/�;2!

0�1
1

with Y2 as in [loc. cit.] corresponding to the partition Œ.2mC 1/2b�2.2m/�;

q1 2M.2mC1/�..2b�2/.2mC1/C2m/;

and q2 2M.2mC1/�.2mC1/, symmetric with respect to the secondary diagonal. And

 W5

0@z2mC1 q1 q2
0 I.2b�2/.2mC1/C2m q�1
0 0 z�2mC1

1AD  � 2mX
iD1

z2mC1.i; i C 1/

�
:

Hence, the integral in (4-10) can be written as

(4-11)
Z
W6

'P2mC1.w!1g/ W6.w/
�1 dw;

whereW6 is a subgroup ofW5 consisting of elements of the formw.z2mC1; u
0; 0; 0/,

 W6 D W5 jW6 , and 'P2mC1 is the constant term of ' along the parabolic subgroup
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P2mC1 DM2mC1N2mC1 of Sp2b.2mC1/C2m with the Levi subgroup isomorphic
to GL2mC1 �Sp.2b�2/.2mC1/C2m.

By Lemma 4.1 below, 'P2mC1.w!1g/ is an automorphic form in � j � j�b ˝
E�.�;b�1/˝� when restricted to the Levi subgroup. Note that the restriction of
 W5 to the z2mC1-part gives a Whittaker coefficient of � , and the restriction to
the u0-part gives a  Œ.2mC1/2b�2.2m/�;˛-Fourier coefficient of E�.�;b�1/˝� up to
the conjugation of the Weyl element !01. On the other hand, � is generic, and
by induction assumption, E�.�;b�1/˝� has a nonzero  Œ.2mC1/2b�2.2m/�;˛-Fourier
coefficient. Therefore, we conclude that E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero  p;˛-Fourier
coefficient attached to the partition p D Œ.2mC 1/2b.2m/�. This completes the
proof of part (1) of Theorem 2.4, up to Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, which are stated
below. �

Note that Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 are analogs of [Liu 2013a, Lemmas 4.2.4 and 4.2.6],
with similar arguments, and hence we state them without proofs.

Lemma 4.1. Let Pai DMaiNai , with 1� i � b and a � 2mC 1, be the parabolic
subgroup of Sp2abC2m with Levi part

Mai Š GLai �Spa.2b�2i/C2m :

Let ' be an arbitrary automorphic form in E�.�;b/˝� . Denote by 'Pai .g/ the
constant term of ' along Pai . Then, for 1� i � b,

'Pai 2A
�
Nai .A/Mai .F / nSp2abC2m.A/

�
�.�;i/j � j�.2bC1�i/=2˝E�.�;b�i/˝�

:

Note that when b D i , E�.�;b�i/˝� D � .

Lemma 4.2. Let N1p be the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup P1p of
Sp2b.2mC1/C2m with the Levi part being GL�p1 �Sp2b.2mC1/C2m�2p. Let

 N1p .n/ WD  .n1;2C � � �Cnp;pC1/ and Q N1p .n/ WD  .n1;2C � � �Cnp�1;p/

be two characters of N1p . For any automorphic form ' 2 E�.�;b/˝� , define  N1p
and Q N1p-Fourier coefficients as follows:

(4-12) ' N1p .g/ WD

Z
ŒN1p �

'.ng/ N1p .n/
�1 dn

and

(4-13) '
Q N1p .g/ WD

Z
ŒN1p �

'.ng/ Q N1p .n/
�1 du:

Then ' N1p � 0 for all p � 2mC 1, and ' N12m D '
Q N
12mC1 .
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5. Proof of part (2) of Theorem 2.4

In this section, we assume that a � 2m and � is  ˛-generic for ˛ 2 F �=.F �/2,
and show that E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to Œ.2m/.a/2b�.

First, we construct a residual representation of eSp2ab.A/ as follows. For any Q� 2
A
�
Nab.A/ zMab.F / n eSp2ab.A/

�
 �˛�.�;b/

, following [Mœglin and Waldspurger
1995], an residual Eisenstein series can be defined by

zE. Q�; s/.g/D
X

2Pab.F /nSp2ab.F /

�s Q�.g/:

It converges absolutely for real part of s large and has meromorphic continuation
to the whole complex plane C. By similar argument as that in [Jiang et al. 2013],
this Eisenstein series has a simple pole at b=2, which is the right-most one. Denote
the representation generated by these residues at s D b=2 by QE�.�;b/. This residual
representation is square-integrable.

We separate the proof of part (2) of Theorem 2.4 into three steps:

Step (1) E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition
Œ.2m/12ab� with respect to the character  Œ.2m/12ab�;˛ (for definition, see [Jiang
and Liu 2015c, Section 2]).

Step (2) QE�.�;b/ is irreducible. Let D2abC2m2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� / be the  ˛-descent of
E�.�;b/˝� [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Section 3.2]. Then, as a representation of eSp2ab.A/,
it is square-integrable and contains the whole space of the residual representation
QE�.�;b/.

Step (3) QE�.�;b/ has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the symplectic partition
Œ.a/2b�.

Proof of part (2) of Theorem 2.4. From the results in steps (1)–(3) above, we can see
that E�.�;bC1/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the composite parti-
tion Œ.2m/12ab�ı Œ.a/2b� (for the definition of composite partitions and the attached
Fourier coefficients, we refer to [Ginzburg et al. 2003, Section 1]). Therefore, by
[Jiang and Liu 2015c, Lemma 3.1] or [Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 2.6], E�.�;b/˝�
has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to Œ.2m/.a/2b�, which completes the
proof of the part (2) of Theorem 2.4. �

5A. Proof of step (1). Note that by [Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 1.1], E�.�;b/˝�
has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition Œ.2m/12ab� with respect
to the character  Œ.2m/12ab�;˛ if and only if the  ˛-descent D2abC2m2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� /
of E�.�;b/˝� is not identically zero as a representation of eSp2ab.A/.

Recall that P 2lr DM
2l
r N

2l
r (with 1� r � l) is the standard parabolic subgroup

of Sp2l with Levi part M 2l
r isomorphic to GLr �Sp2l�2r and N 2l

r the unipotent
radical. QP 2lr .A/ is the preimage of P 2lr .A/D zM 2l

r .A/N
2l
r .A/ in eSp2l.A/.
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Take any � 2 E�.�;b/˝� ; we will calculate the constant term of the Fourier–Jacobi
coefficient FJ �

 ˛m�1
.�/ along P 2abr , which is denoted by CN 2abr

�
FJ �
 ˛m�1

.�/
�
, where

1� r � ab.
By [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Theorem 7.8],

(5-1) CN 2abr

�
FJ �
 ˛m�1

.�/
�

D

X
0�k�r

2P 1
r�k;1k

.F /nGLr .F /

Z
L.A/

�1.i.�//FJ
�
 ˛
m�1Ck

.CN 2abC2mr�k

�
�
�
/. O�ˇ/ d�:

We explain the notation used in (5-1) as follows: N 2abC2m
r�k denotes the unipotent

radical of the parabolic subgroup P 2abC2mr�k of Sp2abC2m with the Levi subgroup
GLr�k �Sp2abC2m�2rC2k , and P 1r�k;1k is a subgroup of GLr consisting of ma-
trices of the form �

g x

0 z

�
;

with z 2 Uk , the standard maximal unipotent subgroup of GLk . For g 2 GLj ,
with j � abCm, Og D diag.g; I2abC2m�2j ; g�/, and L is a unipotent subgroup,
consisting of matrices of the form

�D

�
Ir 0

x Im

�̂
with i.�/ in the last row of x, and

ˇ D

�
0 Ir
Im 0

�̂
:

We assume that � D �1˝ �2, with �1 2 S.Ar/ and �2 2 S.Aab�r/. Finally, the
Fourier–Jacobi coefficients satisfy the identity

FJ �2
 ˛m�1Ck

�
CN 2abC2mr�k

.�/
�
. O�ˇ/ WD FJ �2

 ˛m�1Ck

�
CN 2abC2mr�k

.�. O�ˇ/�/
�
.I /;

with �. O�ˇ/ denoting the right translation by O�ˇ, where the function is regarded
as taking first the constant term CN 2abC2mr�k

.�. O�ˇ/�/, and then after restricted to
Sp2abC2m�2rC2k.A/, taking the Fourier–Jacobi coefficient

FJ �2
 ˛m�1Ck

;

which is a map taking automorphic forms on Sp2abC2m�2rC2k.A/ to those oneSp2ab�2r.A/.
By the cuspidal support of �, CN 2abC2mr�k

.�/ is identically zero, unless k D r or
r � k D la with 1 � l � b. When k D r , since Œ.2mC 2r/12ab�2r � is bigger
than �so2nC1.C/;sp2n.C/.p. // under the lexicographical ordering, by [Jiang and
Liu 2015a, Proposition 6.4; Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 1.1], FJ �2

 ˛m�1Cr
.�/ is
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identically zero, and hence the corresponding term is zero. When r � k D la, with
1� l � b and 1� k � r , then by Lemma 4.1, after restricting to Sp2a.b�l/C2m.A/,
CN 2abC2mr�k

.�. O�ˇ/�/ becomes a form in E�.�;b�l/˝� whose Arthur parameter is

 0 D .�; 2b� 2l C 1/�
r

�
iD2

.�i ; 1/:

Since Œ.2mC 2k/12a.b�l/�2k� is bigger than �so2n0C1.C/;sp2n0 .C/.p. 
0// under the

lexicographical ordering, where 2n0 D 2a.b� l/C 2m, by [Jiang and Liu 2015a,
Proposition 6.4; Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 1.1], it follows that

FJ �2
 ˛m�1Ck

�
CN 2abC2mr�k

.�. O�ˇ/�/
�

is also identically zero, and hence the corresponding term is also zero. Therefore,
the only possibilities that

CN 2abr

�
FJ �
 ˛m�1

.�/
�
¤ 0

are r D la with 1 � l � b, and k D 0. To prove that FJ �
 ˛m�1

.�/ is not identically
zero, we just have to show that

CN 2abr

�
FJ �
 ˛m�1

.�/
�
¤ 0 for some r:

Let r D ab; then

(5-2) CN 2abab

�
FJ �
 ˛m�1

.�/
�
D

Z
L.A/

�1.i.�//FJ
�2
 ˛m�1

�
CN 2abC2mab

.�/
�
.�ˇ/ d�:

By Lemma 4.1, when restricted to GL2ab.A/�Sp2m.A/,

CN 2abC2mab
.�/ 2 ı

1=2

P
2abC2m
ab

jdetj�
bC1
2 �.�; b/˝ �:

Clearly, the integral in (5-2) is not identically zero if and only if � is  ˛-generic.
By assumption, � is  ˛-generic, and hence

FJ �
 ˛m�1

.�/

is not identically zero. Therefore, E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient
attached to the partition Œ.2m/12ab� with respect to the character  Œ.2m/12ab�;˛.
This completes the proof of step (1).

5B. Proof of step (2). The proof of irreducibility of QE�.�;b/ is similar to that of
QE�.�;1/ which is given in the proof of [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Theorem 2.1]. To show
the square-integrable residual representation QE�.�;b/ is irreducible, it suffices to
show that at each local place v,

(5-3) Ind
zSp2ab.Fv/
QPab.Fv/

� �˛v �.�v; b/j � j
b
2
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has a unique irreducible quotient, where we assume that  Š˝v v , Pab is the par-
abolic subgroup of Sp2ab with Levi subgroup isomorphic to GLab , and QPab.Fv/ is
the preimage of Pab.Fv/ in eSp2ab.Fv/. Note that�.�v; b/ is the unique irreducible
quotient of the following induced representation

IndGLab.Fv/
Q
ab
.Fv/

�vj � j
b�1
2 ˝ �vj � j

b�3
2 ˝ � � �˝ �vj � j

1�b
2 ;

where Qab is the parabolic subgroup of GLab with Levi subgroup isomorphic to
GL�ba . Let Pab be the parabolic subgroup of Sp2ab with Levi subgroup isomorphic
to GL�ba , and QPab .Fv/ is the preimage of Pab .Fv/ in eSp2ab.Fv/. We just have to
show that the following induced representation has a unique irreducible quotient

(5-4) Ind
zSp2ab.Fv/
QP
ab
.Fv/

� �˛v �vj � j
2b�1
2 ˝ �vj � j

2b�3
2 ˝ � � �˝ �vj � j

1
2 :

Since �v is generic and unitary, by [Tadić 1986; Vogan 1986], �v is fully parabolic,
induced from its Langlands data with exponents in the open interval

�
�
1
2
; 1
2

�
.

Explicitly, we can assume that

�v Š �1j � j
˛1 � �2j � j

˛2 � � � � � �r j � j
˛r ;

where the �i are tempered representations, ˛i 2R, and 1
2
>˛1>˛2> � � �>˛r >�

1
2

.
Therefore, the induced representation in (5-4) can be written as

� �˛v �1j � j
2b�1
2
C˛1 � �2j � j

2b�1
2
C˛2 � � � � � �r j � j

2b�1
2
C˛r

��1j � j
2b�3
2
C˛1 � �2j � j

2b�3
2
C˛2 � � � � � �r j � j

2b�3
2
C˛r

� � � � � �1j � j
1
2
C˛1 � �2j � j

1
2
C˛2 � � � � � �r j � j

1
2
C˛r Ì 1 zSp0.Fv/

:

Since ˛i 2R and 1
2
>˛1>˛2> � � �>˛r >�

1
2

, we can easily see that the exponents
satisfy

2b�1

2
C˛1 >

2b�1

2
C˛2 > � � �>

2b�1

2
C˛r

>
2b�3

2
C˛1 >

2b�3

2
C˛2 > � � �>

2b�3

2
C˛r

> � � �>
1

2
C˛1 >

1

2
C˛2 > � � �>

1

2
C˛r > 0:

By Langlands classification of metaplectic groups (see [Borel and Wallach 2000;
Ban and Jantzen 2013]), one can see that the induced representation in (5-4) has a
unique irreducible quotient which is the Langlands quotient. This completes the
proof of irreducibility of QE�.�;b/.

To prove the square-integrability of D2abC2m2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� /, we need to calculate
the automorphic exponent attached to the nontrivial constant term considered in
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step (1); r D ab, and for definition of automorphic exponent see [Mœglin and
Waldspurger 1995, I.3.3]. For this, we need to consider the action of

g D diag.g; g�/ 2 GLab.A/� eSp0.A/:

Since r D ab,

ˇ D

�
0 Iab
Im 0

�̂
:

Let
Qg WD ˇ diag.Im; g; Im/ˇ�1 D diag.g; I2m; g�/:

Then changing variables in (5-2) via � 7! Qg� Qg�1 will give a Jacobian jdetgj�m.
On the other hand, by [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Formula (1.4)], the action of g on �1
gives  �˛ .detg/jdetgj1=2. Therefore, g acts by �.�; b/.g/ with character

ı
1=2

P
2abC2m
ab

. Qg/jdetgj�
bC1
2 jdetgj�m �˛ .detg/jdetgj

1
2

D  �˛ .detg/ı1=2
P 2abab

.g/jdetgj�
b
2 :

Therefore, as a function on GLab.A/� eSp0.A/,

(5-5) CN 2abab

�
FJ �
 ˛m�1

.�/
�
2  �˛ı

1=2

P 2abab

jdet. � /j�
b
2�.�; b/˝ 1 zSp0.A/

:

Since, the cuspidal exponent of �.�; b/ isn�
1�b

2
;
3�b

2
; : : : ;

b�1

2

�o
;

the cuspidal exponent of CN 2abab

�
FJ �
 ˛m�1

.�/
�

isn�
1�2b

2
;
3�2b

2
; : : : ;�

1

2

�o
:

Hence, by Langlands square-integrability criterion [Mœglin and Waldspurger 1995,
Lemma I.4.11], the automorphic representation D2abC2m2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� / is square-
integrable.

From (5-5), it is easy to see that as a representation of GLab.A/� eSp0.A/,

(5-6) CN 2abab

�
D2abC2m2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� /

�
D  �˛ı

1=2

P 2abab

jdet. � /j�
b
2�.�; b/˝1 zSp0.A/

:

From the cuspidal support of the Speh residual representation �.�; b/ of GLab.A/,
one can now easily see that

CN 2ab
ab

�
D2abC2m2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� /

�
D  �˛ı

1=2

P 2ab
ab

� j � j
1�2b
2 ˝ � j � j

3�2b
2 ˝ � � �˝ � j � j�

1
2 ˝ 1 zSp0.A/

;

where N 2ab
ab is the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup P 2abab with Levi

isomorphic to GL�ba . By [op. cit., Corollary 3.14(ii)], any noncuspidal irreducible
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summand of D2abC2m2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� / must be contained in the space QE�˝b;ƒ, which is
the residual representation generated by residues of the Eisenstein series associated
to the induced representation

Ind
zSp2ab.A/
QP 2ab
ab

.A/
 �˛� j � j

s1 ˝ � j � js2 ˝ � � �˝ � j � jsb;

at the point

ƒD
n
1�2b

2
;
3�2b

2
; : : : ;

�1

2

o
:

Since the Speh residual representation �.�; b/ of GLab.A/ is irreducible, by taking
residues in stages, one can easily see that the space of the residual representation
QE�˝b;ƒ is exactly identical to that of QE�.�;b/. Therefore, any noncuspidal irreducible
summand of D2abC2m2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� / must be contained in the space QE�.�;b/. Hence,
the descent representation D2abC2m2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� / has a nontrivial intersection with
the space of the residual representation QE�.�;b/. Since we have seen that QE�.�;b/
is irreducible, D2abC2m2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� / must contain the whole space of the residual
representation QE�.�;b/. This completes the proof of step (2).

5C. Proof of step (3). The proof of the fact that QE�.�;b/ has a nonzero Fourier
coefficient attached to the symplectic partition Œ.a/2b� is very similar to the proof of
[Liu 2013a, Theorem 4.2.2], if a is even. The idea is to apply Lemma 3.2 repeatedly
and use induction on b. Note that the case of QE�.�;1/ has already been proved in
[Ginzburg et al. 2011, Theorem 8.1]. We omit the details here for this case.

In the following, we assume that a D 2kC 1 and prove QE�.�;b/ has a nonzero
Fourier coefficient attached to the symplectic partition p WD Œ.2kC1/2b� by induction
on b. When bD 1, it has been proved in [op. cit., Theorem 8.2], we will use similar
idea here. Assume that QE�.�;b�1/ has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the
symplectic partition Œ.2kC 1/2b�2�.

Take any ' 2 QE�.�;b/; its Fourier coefficients attached to p are of the following
form

(5-7) ' p .g/D

Z
ŒVp;2�

'.vg/ �1p .v/ dv:

For definitions of the unipotent group Vp;2 and its character  p , see [Jiang and Liu
2015c, Section 2].

Note that the one-dimensional torus Hp defined in [op. cit, (2.1)] has elements
of the form

Hp.t/D diag.A.t/; A.t/; : : : ; A.t//; where A.t/D diag.t2k; t2k�2; : : : ; t�2k/;

and there are 2b copies of A.t/. Also note that the group Lp.A/ defined in [op. cit,
Section 2] is isomorphic to GL2kC1

2b
.A/, and the stabilizer of the character  p
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in Lp is isomorphic to the diagonal embedding eSp�
2b
.A/. Let � be this diagonal

embedding. Let

N D

8<:n.x/ WD
0@1 0 x

0 I2b�2 0

0 0 1

1A9=;:
Then

(5-8) �.N /D

8<:�.n.x//D
0@I2kC1 0 xI2kC1

0 I.2kC1/.2b�2/ 0

0 0 I2kC1

1A9=;:
To show the integral in (5-7) is nonvanishing, it suffices to show that the following

integral is nonvanishing:

(5-9)
Z
F nA

Z
ŒVp;2�

'.vn.x/g/ �1p .v/ dv dx:

Let ! be a Weyl element which sends Hp.t/ to the torus element

diag
�
A.t/; t2kI2b�2; t

2k�2I2b�2; : : : ; t
�2kI2b�2; A.t/

�
:

Then ! has the form diag.I2kC1; !1; I2kC1/. Conjugating from left by !, the
integral in (5-9) becomes

(5-10)
Z
ŒW �

'.w!g/ �1W .w/ dw;

where W D !Vp;2�.N /!
�1 and  W .w/ D  p.!

�1w!/. Then elements of W
have the form

(5-11) w D

0@z2kC1 q1 q2
0 w0 q�1
0 0 z�

2kC1

1A0@I2kC1 0 0

p1 I.2b�2/.2kC1/ 0

p2 p�1 I2kC1

1A;
where z2kC1 2 V2kC1, the standard maximal unipotent subgroup of GL2kC1;
w0 2!1VŒ.2kC1/2b�2�;2!

�1
1 ; q1 2M.2kC1/�..2b�2/.2kC1// with certain conditions;

p1 2 M..2b�2/.2mC1//�.2mC1/ with certain conditions; q2 2 M.2kC1/�.2kC1/,
symmetric with respect to the secondary diagonal, such that q2.i; j / D 0 for
1 � j < i � 2k C 1, and q2.1; 1/ D q2.2; 2/ D � � � D q2.2k C 1; 2k C 1/;
p2 2M.2kC1/�.2kC1/, symmetric with respect to the secondary diagonal, such that
p2.i; j /D 0 for 1� j � i � 2kC 1.

Next, as in the proof of Section 4, we apply Lemma 3.2 to fill the zero entries in
q1; q2 using the nonzero entries in p1; p2. Similarly, to proceed, we need to define
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a sequence of one-dimensional root subgroups and put them in a correct order:

˛ij D

8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂:

eiCe2kC1�iCj

if 1� i � k and 1� j � i;

ei � e.2kC1/C.2b�2/i�.j�1/

if 1� i � k and i C 1� j � i C .2b� 2/i;

ei C eiCj

if kC 1� i � 2k and 1� j � 2kC 1� i;

vei C e.2kC1/b�.b�1/�.2b�2/.i�k�1/Cj

if kC 1� i � 2k and .2kC 1� i/C 1� j
� .2kC 1� i/C ..b� 1/C .2b� 2/.i � k� 1//;

ei � e.2kC1/b�.j�1/

if kC 1� i � 2k and .2kC 1� i/C ..b� 1/C .2b� 2/.i � k� 1//C 1� j
� .2kC 1� i/C .2b� 2/i:

For the above roots ˛ij , letX˛i
j

be the corresponding one-dimensional root subgroup.
For 1 � i � k and 1 � j � i , let ˇij D �e2kC1�iCj � eiC1. For 1 � i � k

and i C 1 � j � i C .2b � 2/i , let ˇij D e.2kC1/C.2b�2/i�.j�1/ � eiC1. For
kC1� i � 2k and 1� j � 2kC1� i , let ˇij D�eiCj �eiC1. For kC1� i � 2k
and .2k C 1� i/C 1 � j � .2k C 1� i/C ..b � 1/C .2b � 2/.i � k � 1//, let
ˇij D�e.2kC1/b�.b�1/�.2b�2/.i�k�1/Cj � eiC1. Finally, for kC 1� i � 2k and

.2kC1� i/C ..b�1/C .2b�2/.i �k�1//C1� j � .2kC1� i/C .2b�2/i;

let ˇij De.2kC1/b�.j�1/�eiC1. For the above roots ˇij , letXˇ i
j

be the corresponding
one-dimensional root subgroup.

Let

mi D

�
i C .2b� 2/i if 1� i � k;
.2kC 1� i/C .2b� 2/i if kC 1� i � 2k:

Let eW be the subgroup of W with elements of the form as in (5-11), but with the
p1 and p2 parts zero. Let  eW D  W jeW . For any subgroup of W containing eW,
we automatically extend  eW trivially to this subgroup and still denote the character
by  eW .

Next, we will apply Lemma 3.2 to a sequence of quadruples. For any i such that
1� i � kC 1, one can see that the following quadruple satisfies all the conditions
for Lemma 3.2: �eW i ;  eW ; fX˛ij gmijD1; fXˇ ij gmijD1�;
where eW i D

i�1Y
sD1

msY
jD1

X˛s
j

eW 2kY
lDiC1

mlY
jD1

Xˇ l
j
:
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Applying Lemma 3.2, one can see that the integral in (5-10) is nonvanishing if and
only if the following integral is nonvanishing:

(5-12)
Z
ŒeW 0
i
�

'.w!g/ �1eW 0
i

.w/ dw;

where

(5-13) eW 0i D iY
sD1

msY
jD1

X˛s
j

eW 2kY
lDiC1

mlY
jD1

Xˇ l
j
;

and  eW 0
i

is extended from  eW trivially.
For any i such that kC 2 � i � 2k, before applying Lemma 3.2 repeatedly to

certain sequence of quadruples as above, we need to take the Fourier expansion of
the resulting integral at the end of the step i � 1 along XeiCei (at the end of step
kC 1, one gets the integral in (5-12) with i D kC 1 there, at the end of step s,
kC2� s � 2k�1, one would get the integral in (5-14)). Under the action of GL1,
we get two kinds of Fourier coefficients corresponding to the two orbits of the dual
of ŒXeiCei �: the trivial one and the nontrivial one. It turns out that any Fourier
coefficient corresponding to the nontrivial orbit contains an inner integral which
is exactly the Fourier coefficients attached to the partition Œ.2i/1.2kC1/.2b/�2i �,
which is identically zero by [Jiang and Liu 2015a, Proposition 6.4], since i � kC2.
Therefore only the Fourier coefficient attached to the trivial orbit survives.

After taking Fourier expansion of the resulting integral at the end of step i � 1
along XeiCei as above, one can see that the following quadruple satisfies all the
conditions for Lemma 3.2:�

XeiCei
eWi ;  eW ; fX˛ij gmijD1; fXˇ i1gmijD1�;

where eWi D i�1Y
sD1

msY
jD1

X˛s
j

i�1Y
tDkC2

XetCet
eW 2kY
lDiC1

mlY
jD1

Xˇ l
j
:

Applying Lemma 3.2, we can see that the resulting integral at the end of step i � 1
is nonvanishing if and only if the following integral is nonvanishing:

(5-14)
Z
ŒeW 0
i
�

'.w!g/ �1eW 0
i

.w/ dw;

where

(5-15) eW 0i D iY
sD1

msY
jD1

X˛s
j

iY
tDkC2

XetCet
eW 2kY
lDiC1

mlY
jD1

Xˇ l
j
;

and  eW 0
i

is the trivial extension of  eW .
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One can see that elements of eW 0
2k

have the following form:

(5-16) w D

0@z2kC1 q1 q2
0 w0 q�1
0 0 z�

2kC1

1A ;
where z2kC1 2 V2kC1, which is the standard maximal unipotent subgroup of
GL2kC1;

w0 2 !1VŒ.2kC1/2b�2�;2!
�1
1 I

q1 2Mat.2kC1/�.2kC1/.2b�2/ with q1.2kC1; j /D 0 for 1� j � .2kC1/.2b�2/;
q2 2Mat.2kC1/�.2kC1/, symmetric with respect to the secondary diagonal, with
q2.2kC 1; 1/D 0. For w 2 eW 0

2k
of form in (5-16),

 eW 0
2k

.w/D  

 
2kX
iD1

zi;iC1

!
 Œ.2kC1/2b�2�.!

�1
1 w0!1/:

Now consider the Fourier expansion of the integral in (5-14) along the one-
dimensional root subgroup X2e2kC1 . By the same reason as above, only the Fourier
coefficient corresponding to the trivial orbit of the dual of ŒX2e2kC1 � survives, which
is actually equal to the integral in (5-14) (with i D 2k there):

(5-17)
Z
ŒW2kC1�

'.w!g/ W2kC1.w/
�1 dw;

where elements in W2kC1 have the same structure as in (5-16), except that the
element q2.2kC 1; 1/ is not identically zero.

One can see that the integral in (5-17) has an inner integral which is exactly
' N12k, using notation in Lemma 5.2 below. On the other hand, we know that by
Lemma 5.2 below, ' N12k D '

Q N
12kC1. Therefore, the integral in (5-17) becomes

(5-18)
Z
ŒW 0
2kC1

�

'.w!g/ W 0
2kC1

.w/�1 dw;

where any element in W 0
2kC1

has the following form:

w D w.z2kC1; w
0; q1; q2/D

0@z2kC1 q1 q2
0 w0 q�1
0 0 z�

2kC1

1A;
where z2kC1 2 V2kC1, the standard maximal unipotent subgroup of GL2kC1;
w0 2!1VŒ.2kC1/2b�2�;2!

�1
1 ; q1 2Mat.2kC1/�.2kC1/.2b�2/; q2 2Mat.2kC1/�.2kC1/,

symmetric with respect to the secondary diagonal. For w 2W 0
2kC1

as above,

 W 0
2kC1

.w/D  

� 2kX
iD1

zi;iC1

�
 Œ.2kC1/2b�2�.!

�1
1 w0!1/:
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Hence, the integral in (5-18) can be written as

(5-19)
Z
W 00
2kC1

'P2kC1.w!g/ W 002kC1
.w/�1 dw;

where W 00
2kC1

is a subgroup of W 0
2kC1

consisting only of elements of the form
w.z2kC1; w

0; 0; 0/,
 W 00

2kC1
D  W 0

2kC1

ˇ̌
W 00
2kC1

;

and 'P2mC1 is the constant term of ' along the parabolic subgroup QP2kC1.A/D
zM2kC1.A/N2kC1.A/ of eSp2b.2kC1/.A/ with the Levi subgroup isomorphic to

GL2kC1.A/� eSp.2b�2/.2kC1/.A/.
By Lemma 5.1 below, '.w!g/ QP2kC1.A/ is an automorphic form in

 �˛ � j � j
� 2b�1

2 ˝ QE�.�;b�1/

when restricted to the Levi subgroup. Note that the restriction of  W 0
2kC1

to the
z2kC1-part gives us a Whittaker coefficient of � , and the restriction to the w0-part
gives a Fourier coefficient of QE�.�;b�1/ attached to the partition Œ.2kC 1/2b�2�, up
to the conjugation of the Weyl element !1. On the other hand, � is generic, and by
induction assumption, QE�.�;b�1/ has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the
partition Œ.2kC 1/2b�2�. Therefore, we can conclude that QE�.�;b/ has a nonzero
 p-Fourier coefficient attached to the partition Œ.2kC 1/2b�. This completes the
proof of step (3), up to Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, which are stated below.

We remark that as Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 below are also
analogues of [Liu 2013a, Lemmas 4.2.4 and 4.2.6], with similar arguments, and
hence we again only state them without proofs.

Lemma 5.1. Let QP.2kC1/i .A/D zM.2kC1/i .A/N.2kC1/i .A/, with 1� i � b, be the
parabolic subgroup of eSp2b.2kC1/.A/ with Levi part

zM.2kC1/i .A/Š GL.2kC1/i .A/� eSp.2kC1/.2b�2/.A/:

Let ' be an arbitrary automorphic form in QE�.�;b/. Denote by 'P.2kC1/i the constant
term of ' along P.2kC1/i . Then, for 1� i � b, 'P.2kC1/i belongs to

A
�
N.2kC1/i .A/ zM.2kC1/i .F / n eSp2b.2kC1/.A/

�

 �˛

�.�;i/j � j�.2b�i/=2˝QE�.�;b�i/
:

Lemma 5.2. Let N1p .A/ be the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup
QP1p .A/ of eSp2b.2kC1/.A/ with Levi part isomorphic to

GL�p1 .A/� eSp2b.2kC1/�2p.A/:

Let

 N1p .n/ WD  .n1;2C � � �Cnp;pC1/ and Q N1p .n/ WD  .n1;2C � � �Cnp�1;p/;
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be two characters of N1p .A/. For any automorphic form ' 2 QE�.�;b/, define  N1p
and Q N1p-Fourier coefficients by:

' N1p .g/ WD

Z
ŒN1p �

'.ng/ N1p .n/
�1 dn;(5-20)

'
Q N1p .g/ WD

Z
ŒN1p �

'.ng/ Q N1p .n/
�1 du:(5-21)

Then ' N1p � 0 for all p � 2kC 1, and ' N12k D '
Q N
12kC1 .

6. Proof of Theorem 2.6

In this section, we prove that E�.�;bC1/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached
to Œ.2mC 2a/.a/2b�. Assume that � is  ˛-generic with ˛ 2 F �=.F �/2.

As in the proof of part (2) of Theorem 2.4 in Section 5 we separate the proof of
Theorem 2.6 into two steps:

Step (1) E�.�;bC1/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition
Œ.2mC 2a/12ab� with respect to the character  Œ.2mC2a/12ab�;˛ (for the definition,
see [Jiang and Liu 2015c, Section 2]).

Step (2) Let
D2a.bC1/C2m2m; ˛ .E�.�;bC1/˝� /

be the  ˛-descent from the representation E�.�;bC1/˝� of Sp2a.bC1/C2m.A/ to a
representation of eSp2ab.A/. Then it is square-integrable and contains the whole
space of the residual representation QE�.�;b/ which is irreducible and constructed at
the beginning of Section 5.

Proof of Theorem 2.6. First, recall from the step (3) in the proof of part (2) of
Theorem 2.4 that QE�.�;b/ has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the symplectic
partition Œ.a/2b�. From the results in steps (1) and (2) above, we can see that
E�.�;bC1/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the composite partition
Œ.2mC2a/12ab�ıŒ.a/2b� (for the definition of composite partitions and the attached
Fourier coefficients, we refer to [Ginzburg et al. 2003, Section 1]). Therefore,
by [Jiang and Liu 2015c, Lemma 3.1] or [Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 2.6],
E�.�;bC1/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to Œ.2mC 2a/.a/2b�. �

Before proving the above two steps, we record the following lemma which is
analogous to Lemma 4.1, whose proof will be omitted.

Lemma 6.1. Let Pai DMaiNai , with 1 � i � bC 1, be the parabolic subgroup
of Sp2a.bC1/C2m whose Levi part Mai Š GLai �Spa.2bC2�2i/C2m. Let ' be an
arbitrary automorphic form in E�.�;bC1/˝� . Denote by 'Pai .g/ the constant term
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of ' along Pai . Then, for 1� i � bC 1,

'Pai 2A
�
Nai .A/Mai .F / nSp2a.bC1/C2m.A/

�
�.�;i/j � j�.2bC1�i/=2˝E�.�;bC1�i/˝�

:

Note that when iDb, E�.�;bC1�i/˝� DE�˝� , which is not a residual representation
as explained at the end of Section 2B, is nonzero and generic by [Shahidi 2010,
Theorem 7.1.3]; and when i D bC 1, E�.�;bC1�i/˝� D � .

6A. Proof of step (1). By [Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 1.1], E�.�;bC1/˝� has a
nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition Œ.2mC 2a/12ab� with respect
to the character  Œ.2mC2a/12ab�;˛ if and only if the  ˛-descent

D2a.bC1/C2m2mC2a; ˛ .E�.�;bC1/˝� /

of E�.�;bC1/˝� , which is a representation of eSp2ab.A/, is not identically zero.
Take any � 2 E�.�;bC1/˝� , we will calculate the constant term of

FJ �
 ˛
mCa�1

.�/

along the parabolic subgroup QP 2abr .A/ D zM 2ab
r .A/N 2ab

r .A/ of eSp2ab.A/ with
Levi subgroup isomorphic to GLr.A/� eSp2ab�2r.A/, 1� r � ab, which is denoted
by

CN 2abr

�
FJ �
 ˛
mCa�1

.�/
�
:

By [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Theorem 7.8],

(6-1) CN 2abr

�
FJ �
 ˛
mCa�1

.�/
�

D

X
0�k�r

2P 1
r�k;1k

.F /nGLr.F /

Z
L.A/

�1.i.�//FJ
�2
 ˛mCa�1Ck

�
CN 2a.bC1/C2mr�k

.�/
�
. O�ˇ/ d�;

The notation in (6-1) is explained in order: N 2a.bC1/C2m
r�k is the unipotent radical

of the parabolic subgroup P 2a.bC1/C2mr�k of Sp2a.bC1/C2m; P 1r�k;1k is a subgroup
of GLr consisting of matrices of the form�

g x

0 z

�
;

with z 2 Uk , the standard maximal unipotent subgroup of GLk . For g 2 GLj ,
j � a.bC 1/Cm, Og D diag.g; I2a.bC1/C2m�2j ; g�/; L is a unipotent subgroup,
consisting of matrices of the form

�D

�
Ir 0

x ImCa

�̂
;
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and i.�/ is the last row of x, and

ˇ D

�
0 Ir

ImCa 0

�̂
:

Finally, the Schwartz function � D �1˝�2 with �1 2 S.Ar/ and �2 2 S.Aab�r/,
and the function

FJ �2
 ˛mCa�1Ck

�
CN 2a.bC1/C2mr�k

.�/
�
. O�ˇ/

WD FJ �2
 ˛mCa�1Ck

�
CN 2a.bC1/C2mr�k

.�. O�ˇ/�/
�
.I /;

with �. O�ˇ/ denoting the right translation by O�ˇ, is a composition of the restriction
to Sp2a.bC1/C2m�2rC2k.A/ of CN 2a.bC1/C2mr�k

.�. O�ˇ/�/ with the Fourier–Jacobi
coefficient

FJ �2
 ˛mCa�1Ck

;

which takes automorphic forms on Sp2a.bC1/C2m�2rC2k.A/ to those forms oneSp2ab�2r.A/.
By the cuspidal support of �,

CN 2a.bC1/C2mr�k
.�/

is identically zero, unless k D r or r � k D la with 1 � l � bC 1. When k D r ,
since Œ.2mC 2aC 2r/12ab�2r � is bigger than �so2nC1.C/;sp2n.C/.p. // under the
lexicographical ordering, by [Jiang and Liu 2015a, Proposition 6.4; Ginzburg et al.
2003, Lemma 1.1],

FJ �2
 ˛mCa�1Cr

.�/

is identically zero, hence the corresponding term is zero. When r � k D la,
1� l � bC1 and 1�k� r , by Lemma 6.1, after restricting to Sp2a.bC1�l/C2m.A/,
CN 2a.bC1/C2mr�k

.�. O�ˇ/�/ becomes a form in E�.�;bC1�l/˝� . Note that the Arthur
parameter of E�.�;bC1�l/˝� is

 0 D

�
.�; 2b� 2l C 1/� .�; 1/�r

iD3.�i ; 1/ if 1� l � b;
�riD3.�i ; 1/ if l D bC 1:

Since Œ.2mC 2k/12a.bC1�l/�2k� is bigger than �so2n0C1.C/;sp2n0 .C/.p. 
0// under

the lexicographical ordering, where 2n0 D 2a.bC 1� l/C 2m, by [Jiang and Liu
2015a, Proposition 6.4; Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 1.1],

FJ �2
 ˛mCa�1Ck

�
CN 2a.bC1/C2mr�k

.�. O�ˇ/�/
�

is also identically zero. Hence the corresponding term is also zero.
It follows that the only possibilities for which

CN 2a.bC1/C2mr

�
FJ �
 ˛
mCa�1

.�/
�
¤ 0
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are r D la with 1 � l � b C 1, and k D 0. To prove that FJ �
 ˛
mCa�1

.�/ is not
identically zero, we just have to show that

CN 2abr

�
FJ �
 ˛
mCa�1

.�/
�
¤ 0

for some r .
Take r D ab. Then we have

(6-2) CN 2abab

�
FJ �
 ˛
mCa�1

.�/
�
D

Z
L.A/

�1.i.�//FJ
�2
 ˛mCa�1

�
CN 2a.bC1/C2mab

.�/
�
.�ˇ/ d�:

By Lemma 6.1, when restricted to GL2ab.A/�Sp2mC2a.A/,

CN 2a.bC1/C2mab
.�/ 2 ı

1=2

P
2a.bC1/C2m
ab

j � j
�
bC1
2 �.�; b/˝ .E�˝� /;

where E�˝� is not a residual representation as explained at the end of Section 2B.
Clearly, the integral in (6-2) is not identically zero if and only if E�˝� is

 ˛-generic. Since by assumption, � is  ˛-generic, we have that E�˝� is also
 ˛-generic by [Shahidi 2010, Theorem 7.1.3]. Hence,

FJ �
 ˛
mCa�1

.�/

is not identically zero. Therefore, E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient
attached to the partition Œ.2mC 2a/12ab� with respect to the character

 Œ.2mC2a/12ab�;˛:

This completes the proof of step (1).

6B. Proof of step (2). To prove the square-integrability of the descent representa-
tion

D2a.bC1/C2m2mC2a; ˛ .E�.�;bC1/˝� /;

as in Section 5B, we need to calculate the automorphic exponent attached to the
nontrivial constant term considered in step (1) (r D ab). For this, we need to
consider the action of

g D diag.g; g�/ 2 GLab.A/� eSp0.A/:

Since r D ab, we have that ˇ D
�

0 Iab
ImCa 0

�̂
. Let

Qg WD ˇ diag.ImCa; g; ImCa/ˇ�1 D diag.g; I2mC2a; g�/:

Then changing variables in (5-2), � 7! Qg� Qg�1 will give a Jacobian jdetgj�m�a.
On the other hand, by [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Formula (1.4)], the action of g on �1
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gives  �˛ .detg/jdetgj
1
2 . Therefore, g acts by �.�; b/.g/ with character

ı
1=2

P
2a.bC1/C2m
ab

. Qg/jdetgj�
bC1
2 jdetgj�m�a �˛ .detg/jdetgj

1
2

D  �˛ .detg/ı1=2
P 2abab

.g/jdetgj�
b
2 :

Therefore, as a function on GLab.A/� eSp0.A/,

(6-3) CN 2abab

�
FJ �
 ˛
mCa�1

.�/
�
2  �˛ı

1=2

P 2abab

jdet. � /j�
b
2�.�; b/˝ 1 zSp0.A/

:

Since the cuspidal exponent of �.�; b/ isn�
1�b

2
;
3�b

2
; : : : ;

b�1

2

�o
;

the cuspidal exponent of CN 2abab

�
FJ �
 ˛
mCa�1

.�/
�

isn�
1�2b

2
;
3�2b

2
; : : : ;�

1

2

�o
:

Hence, by the Langlands square-integrability criterion ([Mœglin and Waldspurger
1995, Lemma I.4.11]), the automorphic representation

D2a.bC1/C2m2mC2a; ˛ .E�.�;bC1/˝� /

is square integrable.
From (6-3), it follows that as a representation of GLab.A/� eSp0.A/,

(6-4) CN 2abab

�
D2a.bC1/C2m2mC2a; ˛ .E�.�;bC1/˝� /

�
D  �˛ı

1=2

P 2abab

jdet. � /j�
b
2�.�; b/˝ 1 zSp0.A/

:

Therefore, a similar argument as in Section 5B implies that any noncuspidal sum-
mand of

D2a.bC1/C2m2mC2a; ˛ .E�.�;bC1/˝� /

must be an irreducible subrepresentation of QE�.�;b/. Hence,

D2a.bC1/C2m2mC2a; ˛ .E�.�;bC1/˝� /

has a nontrivial intersection with the space of the residual representation QE�.�;b/.
Since QE�.�;b/ is irreducible,

D2a.bC1/C2m2mC2a; ˛ .E�.�;bC1/˝� /

must contain the whole space of the residual representation QE�.�;b/. This completes
the proof of step (2).
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7. Proof of Theorem 2.7

In this section, assuming that a D 2k, L.1
2
; � � �/ ¤ 0, � © 1Sp0.A/, and E�˝�

has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition Œ.2k C 2m/.2k/�, we
prove that E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition
Œ.2kC 2m/.2k/2b�1�, for any b � 1.

Without loss of generality, by [Jiang and Liu 2015c, Lemma 3.1] or [Ginzburg
et al. 2003, Lemma 2.6], we may assume that E�˝� has a nonzero Fourier coeffi-
cient corresponding to the partition Œ.2kC 2m/12k� with respect to the character
 Œ.2kC2m/12k�;˛ for some ˛ 2 F �=.F �/2. Then the  ˛-descent of E�˝� is a
generic representation of eSp2k.A/. Note that by the constant formula in [Ginzburg
et al. 2011, Theorem 7.8], one can easily see that this descent is also a cuspidal
representation of eSp2k.A/

Similarly as in previous sections, we separate the proof of Theorem 2.7 into
three steps:

Step (1) E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero Œ.2kC2m/12k.2b�1/�;˛-Fourier coefficient attached
to the partition Œ.2k C 2m/12k.2b�1/� (for definition, see [Jiang and Liu 2015c,
Section 2]).

Step (2) Let Q� be any irreducible subrepresentation of the  ˛-descent of E�˝� .
Then it is a generic cuspidal representation of eSp2k.A/ which is weakly lifting
to � . Using the theory of theta correspondence and the strong lifting from generic
cuspidal representations of SO2nC1.A/ to automorphic representations of GL2n.A/,
proved in [Jiang and Soudry 2003] (see also [Cogdell et al. 2004]), � is also a strong
lifting of Q� .

Define a residual representation QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� as follows: for any

Q� 2A
�
Nk.2b�1/.A/ zMk.2b�1/.F / n eSp2k.2b�1/.A/

�

 �˛

�.�;b�1/˝Q�

one defines as in [Mœglin and Waldspurger 1995]) the residual Eisenstein series

zE. Q�; s/.g/D
X

2Pk.2b�1/.F /nSp2k.2b�1/.F /

�s Q�.g/:

It converges absolutely for real part of s large and has meromorphic continuation
to the whole complex plane C. By similar argument as that in [Jiang et al. 2013],
this Eisenstein series has a simple pole at b=2, which is the right-most one. Denote
the representation generated by these residues at s D b=2 by QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� . This
residual representation is square-integrable. Since � is also a strong lifting of Q� ,
the same argument as in Section 5B implies that QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� is also irreducible
(details will be omitted).

Let
D4kbC2m2kC2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� /
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be the  ˛-descent of E�.�;b/˝� . Then as a representation of eSp2k.2b�1/.A/, it
is square-integrable and contains the whole space of the residual representation
QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� , where Q� is an irreducible subrepresentation of the  ˛-descent of
E�˝� .

Step (3) Let Q� be any irreducible subrepresentation of the  ˛-descent of E�˝� .
QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition Œ.2k/2b�1�.

Proof of Theorem 2.7. From the results in steps (1)–(3) above, we can see that
E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the composite partition
Œ.2kC2m/12k.2b�1/�ıŒ.2k/2b�1� (for the definition of composite partitions and the
attached Fourier coefficients, we refer to [Ginzburg et al. 2003, Section 1]). There-
fore, by [Jiang and Liu 2015c, Lemma 3.1] or [Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 2.6],
E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to Œ.2kC 2m/.2k/2b�1�. �

Before proving the above three steps, we record the following lemma which is
analogous to Lemmas 4.1 and 6.1.

Lemma 7.1. Let Pai D MaiNai , with 1 � i � b, be the parabolic subgroup of
Sp2abC2m with Levi part Mai Š GLai �Spa.2b�2i/C2m. Let ' be an arbitrary
automorphic form in E�.�;b/˝� . Denote by 'Pai .g/ the constant term of ' along
Pai . Then, for 1� i � b,

'Pai 2A
�
Nai .A/Mai .F / nSp2abC2m.A/

�
�.�;i/j � j�.2b�i/=2˝E�.�;b�i/˝�

:

Note that when i D b, E�.�;b�i/˝� D � .

7A. Proof of step (1). By [Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 1.1], E�.�;b/˝� has a
nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition Œ.2kC 2m/12ab� with respect
to the character  Œ.2kC2m/12ab�;˛ if and only if the  ˛-descent

D4kbC2m2kC2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� /

of E�.�;b/˝� is not identically zero, as a representation of eSp2k.2b�1/.A/.
We calculate the constant term of

FJ �
 ˛
kCm�1

.�/;

for � 2 E�.�;b/˝� , along the parabolic subgroup

QP 2k.2b�1/r .A/D zM 2k.2b�1/
r .A/N 2k.2b�1/

r .A/

of eSp2k.2b�1/.A/ with Levi isomorphic to GLr.A/� eSp2k.2b�1/�2r.A/, which is
denoted by CN 2k.2b�1/r

�
FJ �
 ˛
kCm�1

.�/
�
, where 1� r � k.2b� 1/.
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By [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Theorem 7.8],

(7-1) CN 2k.2b�1/r

�
FJ �
 ˛
kCm�1

.�/
�

D

X
0�s�r

2P 1r�s;1s .F /nGLr .F /

Z
L.A/

�1.i.�//FJ
�2
 ˛kCm�1Cs

�
CN 4kbC2mr�s

.�/
�
. O�ˇ/ d�:

The notation in this formula is as follows: N 4kbC2m
r�s is the unipotent radical of the

parabolic subgroup P 4kbC2mr�s of Sp4kbC2m with Levi isomorphic to

GLr�s �Sp4kbC2m�2rC2s;

and P 1r�s;1s is a subgroup of GLr consisting of matrices of the form�
g x

0 z

�
;

with z 2 Us , the standard maximal unipotent subgroup of GLs . For g 2 GLj ,
j � 2kbCm, OgD diag.g; I4kbC2m�2j ; g�/; L is a unipotent subgroup, consisting
of matrices of the form

�D

�
Ir 0

x IkCm

�̂
;

i.�/ is the last row of x, and

ˇ D

�
0 Ir

IkCm 0

�̂
:

The Schwartz function � D �1˝ �2 with �1 2 S.Ar/ and �2 2 S.Ak.2b�1/�r/,
and the function

FJ �2
 ˛kCm�1Cs

�
CN 4kbC2mr�s

.�/
�
. O�ˇ/ WD FJ �2

 ˛kCm�1Cs

�
CN 4kbC2mr�s

.�. O�ˇ/�/
�
.I /;

with �. O�ˇ/ denoting the right translation by O�ˇ, is a composition of the restriction
of CN 2abC2mr�k

.�. O�ˇ/�/ to Sp4kbC2m�2rC2s.A/with the Fourier–Jacobi coefficient

FJ �2
 ˛kCm�1Cs

;

taking automorphic forms on Sp4kbC2m�2rC2s.A/ to those on eSp4kb�2k�2r.A/.
By the cuspidal support of �, CN 4kbC2mr�s

.�/ is identically zero, unless s D r or
r � s D 2kl with 1 � l � b. When s D r , since Œ.2kC 2mC 2r/14kb�2k�2r � is
bigger than �so2nC1.C/;sp2n.C/.p. // under the lexicographical ordering, by [Jiang
and Liu 2015a, Proposition 6.4; Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 1.1],

FJ �2
 ˛kCm�1Cr

.�/

is identically zero, and hence the corresponding term is zero. When r � s D la,
1 � l � b and 1 � s � r , by Lemma 7.1, after restricting to Sp4k.b�l/C2m.A/,
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CN 4kbC2mr�s
.�. O�ˇ/�/ becomes a form in E�.�;b�l/˝� . The Arthur parameter of

E�.�;b�l/˝� is

 0 D .�; 2b� 2l/�
r

�
iD2

.�i ; 1/:

Since Œ.2kC 2mC 2s/14k.b�l/�2k�2s� is bigger than �so2n0C1.C/;sp2n0 .C/.p. 
0//

under the lexicographical ordering, where 2n0D 4k.b� l/C2m, by [Jiang and Liu
2015a, Proposition 6.4; Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 1.1],

FJ �2
 ˛kCm�1Cs

�
CN 4kbC2mr�s

.�. O�ˇ/�/
�

is also identically zero, and hence the corresponding term is also zero. Therefore,
the only possibilities that

CN 2k.2b�1/r

�
FJ �
 ˛
kCm�1

.�/
�
¤ 0

are r D 2kl , 1 � l � b, and s D 0. To prove that FJ �
 ˛
kCm�1

.�/ is not identically
zero, we just have to show that

CN 2k.2b�1/r

�
FJ �
 ˛
kCm�1

.�/
�
¤ 0

for some r .
Taking r D 2k.b� 1/, we have

(7-2) CN 2k.2b�1/2k.b�1/

�
FJ �
 ˛
kCm�1

.�/
�
D

Z
L.A/

�1.i.�//FJ
�2
 ˛kCm�1

�
CN 4kbC2m2k.b�1/

.�/
�
.�ˇ/ d�:

By Lemma 7.1, when restricted to GL2k.2b�2/.A/�Sp4kC2m.A/,

CN 4kbC2m2k.b�1/
.�/ 2 ı

1=2

P
4kbC2m
2k.b�1/

jdetj�
bC1
2 �.�; b� 1/˝ E�˝� :

It follows that the integral in (7-2) is not identically zero if and only if E�˝� has
a nonzero Fourier coefficient corresponding to the partition Œ.2kC 2m/12k� with
respect to the character  Œ.2kC2m/12k�;˛ . Hence, by assumption,

FJ �
 ˛
kCm�1

.�/

is not identically zero. Therefore, E�.�;b/˝� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient
attached to the partition Œ.2kC 2m/12k.2b�1/� with respect to the character

 Œ.2kC2m/12k.2b�1/�;˛:

This completes the proof of step (1).
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7B. Proof of step (2). In order to prove the square-integrability of the descent
representation

D4kbC2m2kC2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� /;

we need to calculate the automorphic exponent attached to the nontrivial constant
term considered in step (1) with r D 2k.b� 1/ (for the definition of automorphic
exponent, see [Mœglin and Waldspurger 1995, I.3.3]). For this, we need to consider
the action of

g D diag.g; I2k; g
�/ 2 GL2k.b�1/.A/� eSp2k.A/:

Since r D 2k.b� 1/, ˇ D
�

0 I2k.b�1/
IkCm 0

�̂
: Let

Qg WD ˇ diag.IkCm; g; IkCm/ˇ
�1
D diag.g; I4kC2m; g

�/:

Then changing variables in (5-2) via � 7! Qg� Qg�1 will give a Jacobian jdetgj�k�m.
On the other hand, by [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Formula (1.4)], the action of g on �1
gives  �˛ .detg/jdetgj1=2. Therefore, g acts by �.�; b� 1/.g/ with character

ı
1=2

P
4kbC2m
2k.b�1/

jdetgj�
bC1
2 jdetgj�k�m �˛ .detg/jdetgj

1
2

D  �˛ .detg/ı1=2
P
2k.2b�1/

2k.b�1/

.g/jdetgj�
b
2 :

Thus, combined with the calculation in step (1), as a function on GL2k.b�1/.A/�eSp2k.A/,

(7-3) CN 2k.2b�1/2k.b�1/

�
FJ �
 ˛
kCm�1

.�/
�

2  �˛ ı
1=2

P
2k.2b�1/
2k.b�1/

jdet. � /j�
b
2�.�; b� 1/˝D4kC2m

2k
.E�˝� /:

Note that by the constant formula in [op. cit., Theorem 7.8], one can easily see
that

D4kC2m
2k

.E�˝� /

is a cuspidal representation of eSp2k.A/. Since the cuspidal exponent of �.�; b�1/
is n�

2�b

2
;
4�b

2
; : : : ;

b�2

2

�o
;

the cuspidal exponent of CN 2k.2b�1/2k.b�1/
.FJ �

 ˛
kCm�1

.�// isn�
2�2b

2
;
4�2b

2
; : : : ;�1

�o
:

Hence, by the Langlands square-integrability criterion [Mœglin and Waldspurger
1995, Lemma I.4.11], the automorphic representation D4kbC2m2kC2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� / is
square-integrable.
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From (7-3), as a representation of GL2k.b�1/.A/� eSp2k.A/, we have

(7-4) CN 2k.2b�1/2k.b�1/

�
D4kbC2m2kC2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� /

�
D  �˛ ı

1=2

P
2k.2b�1/

2k.b�1/

jdet. � /j�
b
2�.�; b� 1/˝D4kC2m2k; ˛ .E�˝� /:

Therefore, using a similar argument as in Section 5B, one can see that

D4kbC2m2kC2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� /

contains an irreducible subrepresentation of the residual representation QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� ,
where Q� is an irreducible generic cuspidal representation of eSp2k.A/ which is a
subrepresentation of the  ˛-descent of E�˝� , and is weakly lifting to � . Since
� is also a strong lifting of Q� , a similar argument as in Section 5B implies that
QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� is irreducible. Hence D4kbC2m2kC2m; ˛ .E�.�;b/˝� / must contain the whole
space of residual representation QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� . This completes the proof of step (2).

7C. Proof of step (3). Let Q� be any irreducible subrepresentation of the ˛-descent
of E�˝� , then it is a generic cuspidal representation of eSp2k.A/. Assume that Q� is
 ˇ-generic for some ˇ 2 F �=.F �/2.

As in previous sections, we need to record the following lemma which is analo-
gous to Lemma 5.1.

Lemma 7.2. Let QPai .A/ D zMai .A/Nai .A/ with 1 � i � b � 1 be the parabolic
subgroup of eSp2k.2b�1/.A/ with Levi part

zMai .A/Š GLai .A/� eSp2k.2b�1�2i/.A/:

Let ' be an arbitrary automorphic form in QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� . Denote by 'Pai .g/ the
constant term of ' along Pai . Then, for 1� i � b� 1,

'Pai 2A
�
Nai .A/ zMai .F /n eSp2k.2b�1/.A/

�

 �˛

�.�;i/j � j�.2b�1�i/=2˝QE�.�;b�1�i/˝Q�
:

Note that when i D b� 1, QE�.�;b�1�i/˝Q� D Q� .

First, we show that QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to
the partition Œ.2k/12k.2b�2/� with respect to the character  Œ.2k/12k.2b�2/�;ˇ . By
[Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 1.1], we know that QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� has a nonzero
 Œ.2k/12k.2b�2/�;ˇ -Fourier coefficient attached to the partition Œ.2k/12k.2b�2/� if
and only if the  ˇ-descent

zD2k.2b�1/2k; ˇ . QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� /

of QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� is not identically zero, as a representation of Sp2k.2b�2/.A/.
Take any � 2 QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� ; we will calculate the constant term of

FJ �

 
ˇ

k�1

.�/
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along P 2k.2b�2/r , which is denoted by

CN 2k.2b�2/r

�
FJ �

 
ˇ

k�1

.�/
�
;

where 1 � r � k.2b � 2/. Recall that P 2k.2b�2/r DM
2k.2b�2/
r N

2k.2b�2/
r is the

parabolic subgroup of Sp2k.2b�2/ with Levi subgroup isomorphic to

GLr �Sp2k.2b�2/�2r :

By [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Theorem 7.8],

(7-5) CN 2k.2b�2/r
.FJ �

 
ˇ

k�1

.�//

D

X
0�s�r

2P 1r�s;1s .F /nGLr .F /

Z
L.A/

�1.i.�//FJ
�2

 
ˇ

k�1Cs

�
CN 2k.2b�1/r�s

.�/
�
. O��/ d�:

Here is the notation in the formula: N 2k.2b�1/
r�s .A/ is the unipotent radical of the

parabolic subgroup QP 2k.2b�1/r�s .A/ of eSp2k.2b�1/.A/with Levi subgroup isomorphic
to GLr�s.A/� eSp2k.2b�1/�2rC2s.A/, P 1r�s;1s is a subgroup of GLr consisting of
matrices of the form �

g x

0 z

�
;

with z 2 Us , the standard maximal unipotent subgroup of GLs . For g 2 GLj ,
with j � k.2b � 1/, Og D diag.g; I2k.2b�1/�2j ; g�/, L is a unipotent subgroup,
consisting of matrices of the form

�D

�
Ir 0

x Ik

�̂
;

i.�/ is the last row of x, and

�D

�
0 Ir
Ik 0

�̂
:

The Schwartz function � D �1˝ �2 with �1 2 S.Ar/ and �2 2 S.Ak.2b�2/�r/,
and the function

FJ �2
 
ˇ

k�1Cs

�
CN 2k.2b�1/r�s

.�/
�
. O��/ WD FJ �2

 
ˇ

k�1Cs

�
CN 2k.2b�1/r�s

.�. O��/�/
�
.I /;

with �. O��/ denoting the right translation by O��, is a composition of the restriction
to eSp2k.2b�1/�2rC2s.A/ of CN 2abC2mr�s

.�. O��/�/ with Fourier–Jacobi coefficient

FJ �2

 
ˇ
k�1Cs

;

taking automorphic forms on eSp2k.2b�1/�2rC2s.A/ to those on Sp2k.2b�2/�2r.A/.
By the cuspidal support of �, CN 2k.2b�1/r�s

.�/ is identically zero, unless s D r or
r � s D 2kl with 1� l � b� 1. When s D r , from the structure of the unramified
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components of the residual representation QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� , by [Jiang and Liu 2015a,
Lemma 3.2],

FJ �2

 
ˇ
k�1Cr

.�/

is identically zero, and hence the corresponding term is zero. When r � s D 2kl ,
1� l�b�1 and 1� s� r , then by Lemma 7.2, after restricting to eSp2k.2b�1�2l/.A/,
CN 2k.2b�1/r�s

.�. O��/�/ becomes a form in QE�.�;b�1�l/˝Q� . From the structure of the
unramified components of the residual representation QE�.�;b�1�l/˝Q� , by [loc. cit.],

FJ �2

 
ˇ
k�1Cs

�
CN 2k.2b�1/r�s

.�. O��/�/
�

is also identically zero, and hence the corresponding term is also zero. Therefore,
the only possibilities that

CN 2k.2b�2/r

�
FJ �

 
ˇ

k�1

.�/
�
¤ 0

are r D 2kl , 1 � l � b� 1, and s D 0. To prove that FJ �

 
ˇ

k�1

.�/ is not identically
zero, we just have to show

CN 2k.2b�2/r

�
FJ �

 
ˇ

k�1

.�/
�
¤ 0

for some r .
Taking r D 2k.b� 1/, we have

(7-6) CN 2k.2b�2/r

�
FJ �

 
ˇ

k�1

.�/
�
D

Z
L.A/

�1.i.�//FJ
�2

 
ˇ
k�1

�
CN 2k.2b�1/2k.b�1/

.�/
�
.��/ d�:

By Lemma 7.2, when restricted to GL2k.b�1/.A/� eSp2k.A/,

CN 2k.2b�1/2k.b�1/
.�/ 2 ı

1=2

P
2k.2b�1/
2k.b�1/

jdetj�
b
2  �˛�.�; b� 1/˝ Q�:

It is clear that the integral in (7-6) is not identically zero if and only if Q� is  ˇ-
generic. Hence, by assumption,

FJ �
 ˛
k�1
.�/

is not identically zero. Thus, QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached
to the partition Œ.2k/12k.2b�2/� with respect to the character  Œ.2k/12k.2b�2/�;ˇ .

Next, we show that the  ˇ-descent

zD2k.2b�1/2k; ˇ . QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� /

of QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� is square-integrable and contains the whole space of the residual
representation E�.�;b�1/ which is irreducible, as shown in [Liu 2013b, Theorem 7.1].

To prove the square-integrability of

zD2k.2b�1/2k; ˇ . QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� /;
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we need to calculate the automorphic exponent attached to the nontrivial constant
term considered above (r D 2k.b� 1/). For this, we need to consider the action of

g D diag.g; g�/ 2 GL2k.b�1/.A/�Sp0.A/:

Since r D 2k.b� 1/, �D
�
0 I2k.b�1/
Ik 0

�̂
. Let

Qg WD � diag.Ik; g; Ik/�
�1
D diag.g; I2k; g

�/:

Then changing variables in (7-6) via � 7! Qg� Qg�1 will give a Jacobian jdetgj�k.
On the other hand, by [Ginzburg et al. 2011, Formula (1.4)], the action of g on �1
gives jdetgj1=2. Therefore, g acts by �.�; b� 1/.g/ with character

ı
1=2

P
2k.2b�1/
2k.b�1/

jdetgj�
b
2 jdetgj�k 

 �ˇ
.detg/jdetgj

1
2 D ı

1=2

P
2k.2b�2/
2k.b�1/

.g/jdetgj�
b�1
2 :

Therefore, as a function on GL2k.b�1/.A/�Sp0.A/,

(7-7) CN 2k.2b�2/2k.b�1/

�
FJ �

 
ˇ

k�1

.�/
�
2 ı

1=2

P
2k.2b�2/
2k.b�1/

jdet. � /j�
b�1
2 �.�; b� 1/˝ 1Sp0.A/:

Since the cuspidal exponent of �.�; b� 1/ isn�
2�b

2
;
4�b

2
; : : : ;

b�2

2

�o
;

the cuspidal exponent of CN 2k.2b�2/2k.b�1/

�
FJ �

 
ˇ

k�1

.�/
�

isn�
3�2b

2
;
5�2b

2
; : : : ;�

1

2

�o
:

By the Langlands square-integrability criterion ([Mœglin and Waldspurger 1995,
Lemma I.4.11]), the automorphic representation

zD2k.2b�1/2k; ˇ . QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� /

is square integrable.
From (7-7), it is easy to see that as a representation of GL2k.b�1/.A/�Sp0.A/,

(7-8) CN 2k.2b�2/2k.b�1/

�
zD2k.2b�1/2k; ˇ . QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� /

�
D ı

1=2

P
2k.2b�2/
2k.b�1/

jdet. � /j�
b�1
2 �.�; b� 1/˝ 1Sp0.A/:

It follows that
zD2k.2b�1/2k; ˇ . QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� /

has a nontrivial intersection with the space of the residual representation E�.�;b�1/.
Since by [Liu 2013b, Theorem 7.1, part (2)], E�.�;b�1/ is irreducible,

zD2k.2b�1/2k; ˇ . QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� /
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must contains the whole space of the residual representation E�.�;b�1/. By [op. cit.,
Theorem 7.1, part (3)], the descent

zD2k.2b�1/2k; ˇ . QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� /

is actually irreducible and equals the residual representation E�.�;b�1/ identically.
By [op. cit., Theorem 4.2.2], we know that pm.E�.�;b�1//DfŒ.2k/2b�2�g. There-

fore, by [Jiang and Liu 2015c, Lemma 3.1] or [Ginzburg et al. 2003, Lemma 2.6],
QE�.�;b�1/˝Q� has a nonzero Fourier coefficient attached to the partition Œ.2k/2b�1�.
This completes the proof of step (3).
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